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Royal Theocratic Embracement
as the Breath of the Spirit

b y G la d y s i .  Sp earm an -C o o k

ERE WE NOW START TO CONCEIVE 
through the Mind, of Fired Neptunian Royal Reality 
of Divine Adulation, where untold wonders will now- 
come into birth. For mind now is Abstract sensitised 
Atomic fulfillment, of the Virgin Cycle of inaugurat
ed Holy Central Sun Desires. Hence for the first time, 
Mind over-rides matter and the mathematical 
calculus of all theorems, to the degree of a sensitised 
phenomenon. Where all dissolving Atomic might, as 
equal polarisable Breath, is of Divine ascending 
Central Sun Will. This is the mighty Breath of the 
Spirit, now Sperming the Glory of the Mind Vibra
tions, that true Holy LIGHT can issue forth.

This is the complete sensitised reality of the Atomic Blue-print FACE, 
that of the pure unrevealing depths of the Holy Blue Mountain depths. 
That the artisans of the Outer World Space revealment will now bring 
forth the Glories of the Heavens. That greater depths of Divine Atomic 
Formula will now come forth, as the inaugurated Fires in the depths 
now rise up to the Atomic Planes of the Virgin Heights. For all now is 
embraced into the Royal Glory of the Theocratic Magnitude of the 
Heights, where the wonders of the Heavens are now going to come 
forth as the Royal Will of Divinity.

For now, all the inaugurated Depths are infused into the very bowels 
of all, as Communistos Royalty. Where every man is Thy charge and 
Thy Voice, for here is where the Royal Master’s Work is polarised in 
the depths of the Abyss of Neptunian madness, by beliefs and sacrifices 
of Merope. By and through this, the Bowels of Matter will be cleansed 
by the Atomic infusion of Ether Power, sent down from the heights. 
That the Pure Balance of the Divine Law will be duly polarised by the 
Violet Ray of the mind-bom Pre-Protoplasmic Warrior, as the Divine 
Mind FIRE within that Royal Theocratic Breath. Where the Purging 
Depths will drive all before them, opening avenues of Pure Glory.

Plutonian Communistos Rebirth
Now the vu per-sensitivity, as that of Virgin Atomic oscillatory Breath, 

has pierced the Virgin's Bull’s Eye, and a homeward direct frequency in 
the depths of compassion?) releasement has begun. Therefore, through 
the Atomic isotope in the very- bowels of the Earth, the inaugurated 
Divine Powers of Polarised Plutonian Pre-Protoplasmic Communistos 
rebirth, are on the way. That of the Atomic FACE of Outer Space 
Virgin supreme Radiance, establishing Royal Justice in the depths. Thai 
every nun is given the right to live and survive, and be lifted up out of 
the depths.

This b  where all men are being directed towards royal Theocratic 
embracement. that the Spirit can be absorbed by and through the Breath. 
It now becomes the full Theocratic propensity of a Divine revolving 
thought, whereby the Atomic motivation engenders the Royalty of the 
Pre-spermrd Seed with the full expandable Light of Fluidic Solar Orion 
Warrior Pitch-blende. Thus blending all op into a state of completion, 
where Divinity is the Overshadowing Presence. For here is where the 
supreme octavial aspiration is infused with the Divine Chromospheric 
reality of the Atomic FACE Light, bringing the supreme answer they 
are seeking. Where all are manifesting upon a pare basic of Atomic 
Theocratic uafoldmml, revealing wonders untold. For the union, in its 
blending, opens up divine manifestation.

Continued on page 3

DIVINE ASPIRATIO N

A S  his internal B elief rose up in ecstatic aspiration, it went forth  
as a D riving Causatory Beam, reborn as an elevated super

sonic conviction. For it was the Voice and Prayer o f Holy Will, 
bom  from  the depths o f his Sacred Heart, by the Glory o f 
Immaculate Conception. Thereby bringing the Royal Focalisotion 
of the Yods, where the Virgin Pulsation o f his own internal Fiery  
A t o m i c  Seed Nucleus, united in Vibrational Harmony with the 
Divine Hierarrhial F t her Breath, (See text mi page U, col, 1).
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Uhc Vyophysitc Kingdom
b y  th e  L o rd  H ie ra rch  o f  S c o rp io

(These arc  extracts taken from  the lecture o f 
W ednesday, 12th M ay, 1971)

PEACE BE UNTO YOU ALL 
Agam gather with you, and there art many who have 

gathered here from the Higher Planes for this now h  the Work 
of the Greater Ones and of the Planes and World of the 
Hierarchs. We will endeavour tonight to help you understand 
of the Great Manifestation in your midst, for as Metope draws 
down of the Diaposonic Powers of the Heights, that They can 
manifest through her as the Voice, so can this apply to every 
one of y o o ; Merope is the prototype for all of you to follow. 
As soon as you can comprehend more deeply that of vibration, 
then you will begin to understand the real Glory of life  and 
the Great Mystery of GOD.

GOD is within your own being. He Is the Voice of the 
Rhythm of the Spheres, and when you can make yourself 
prepared, then you too can draw that Mighty Power down Into 
your own being, and you can become One with It, and GOD 
can speak through your voice. It b  the Great Depths of the 
FIRE* the Great Mystery of the Spheres that now Is walking 
the earth, and this accounts to r the mighty changes that now
are taking place in all directions.
At the present moment, man 

is bom of these changes but his 
conscious mind is blind. As 
time goes on he will begin to 
feel and to think, and then is 
the time when the Fires will 
begin to act. So now with that 
in your minds, let us turn to the 
paragraph that has been chosen 
from the Sunday lecture of 
Royal Theocratic Embracement.

Here we get the Atomicl 
imprint o f the indelible Virgin 
footsteps o f the 49 degrees, 
where the depths o f the Dyo-\ 
physite are reborn o f Outer\ 
Space Fiery Super-will In telli-1 
gencia. Hence nought is left of\ 
those depths, all becomes of\ 
heights, thus what was darkness 
is now LIGHT.

For here Lx the true Dyophy-\ 
site membrane, as that o f the\ 
connective tissue o f the inspir
ational World o f the Holy\ 
Brotherhood o f the united span 
o f the full 49 degrees. These 
now being the full Atomic 
expansive depths o f the Dyo- 
phvsite revolving Kingdom o f 
LIGHT.

As Merope has brought this 
into being, is it the World 
w hereby all are -citizens, but 
have yet to awaken to the 
glories that are now their status 
o f being. Like unto Philip, 
who saw not the Father, yet 
was gazing fully at the Divine 
reflection.

This is where the 49 steps 
are being trodden in. through 
the ascending mind phenomena 
within the Dyophysite Breath 
expansion. Whereby all are re
born o f vibrational intensified 
Hierarchial ethics, bringing the 
soul to now becoming o f Hier
archial personality. The soul 
will be led, guided and influenc
ed by the Higher Principles of 
Divine propensity. This for the 
time, may be difficult, for the 
soul will not be understood by 
others in its vibrational inten
sity.

Now let us go back and I 
will make onegor two explana
tions to youmThe Dyophysite 
Kingdom is trie whole world 
merged into one-world^Vhere

you have had the earth anoh 
then the planes and then the l  
heavens, now it is all one world, 
the Dyophysite World. »

This means that the soul can |  
travel up to the Heights and " 
down to the depths by expand- * 
tng his frequency, and by delv
ing into vibration he is able, by 
polarisation, to find his way 
into the Heights and down 
again into the depths. So he is a 
citizen of those Heights andi 
those depths. All of Outer! 
World Space has become his \  
playground, for he is receiving . 
the Breath from the Central * 
Sun that now is incorporating 
the whole of the 49 Degrees.* 
7 x 7  which equals 49.

He has climbed up his own , 
seven planes by taking the 
Royal Breath from Outer 
World Space, thereby transmut
ing bis own seven planes into 
the full 49 Degrees, and so he 
is Master of the lower world 
and also master of the Higher 
World.

Now it really is this that 
these teachings are enlightening 
you upon. If you study these 
teachings and try to see behind 
their mere etymological state
ment, you will see the depths 
that lie behind iL You will then 
incorporate into your mind the 
Glories of Outer World Space, 
for you will take it into your 
Etheric Body as LIGHT, and 
then you will be fed again by 
the Breath on a greater degree, 
because Merope is everlastingly 
bringing new thought, new 
word and new lectures, thus 
increasing the Overshadowance.

The Breath changes the Gods 
in your Heights, where the 
Etheric opens out into the right 
hemisphere of the brain. Then 
it ‘taps' on the Corpus Callo
sum Wall between the two 
brains, giving unto the consci
ous mind, which is the left side, 
the new Wisdom that can 
enlighten it in what is being 
received from its etheric body.

Now this takes place with 
everything that you do, and 
this is why you get so many
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introvert stale*. They will then 1 or the Wiitcfi of the soul. This particular lecture
find the way to ctpu tuod , open 
up their minds that can then 
dance with LIGHT, and And 
themselves expanding into the 
vibrational Glories of Outer 
World Space.

The Divine Breath

N|OW, up to the present 
moment, Merope has so 

brought thu vibration into birth 
that Divinity is walking in your 

midst, for Divinity is the 
Breath, the Breath of the Holy 
Fire that is coming down 
through Merope. At the beginn
ing of Time, Merope had to try 
and arouse the gods that had 
fallen into the depths and had 
become the human race, the 
human animal, and so she danc
ed the Diapasonic Powers of 
the Heights into being. Believ
ing that in those Powers was 
the FIRE that was necessary to 
fire the god-sparks into action.

This was the period of the 
great world of Bubastes in 
Egypt, and Merope was the 
Great Bubastes Queen who 
brought the first step of the 
dawn of civilisation, through 
her Temple of the While Cats.

These were used to draw the 
magnetic fire that was necessary 
at that tune, for the Solar 
Light had not been built up to 
(he degree that it Is now, bat 
eventually everything went 
wrong because the Priests of 
Pibeseth and Avon turned all 
to their own negative states and 
the White Cats of Babastes 
went black.

From then onwards Babastes 
has always had a had name, 
but it was a very royal creation 
in the beginning. It was there 
that Merope taught the Phallic 
Worship, where she taught man 
to reverence the Divine Fire 
that he was being privileged to 
receive, and by true Altar Wor
ship to raise those Fires up 
again to the very Heights.

This is what man has got to 
learn. He has got to understand 
the great depths of the Fire and 
the real depths of Vibration : 
his own actions, how he creates 
vibration, and how by using the 
powers that are with him, and 
using them wisely, they can be 
as a shield and protection in the 
name of GOD. For GOD will 
be with him in those Greater 
Powers manifesting within his 
midst

ibnr seminal waters, arc of the 
Great Breath that contain* the 
heed, which hat been brought 
down to its lowest digit, as 
merely a fiusdic state. When 
you raise it up again to Spiritus 
Air and then into H R h , you 
bring it back to its rightful con
dition. and GOD t* then 
manifesting in your Commis
sure.
.Student: In the star map of
the heavens, one can see Vega 
in the heart of Lyra, the Harp. 
Are these not the seven planes 
that have been raised up into 
the Mind Plane of Vega, as the 
seven chords of Divine Con
sciousness . and if the soul can 
manipulate these chords, 
through bis risen up sensitivity, 
then the Divine Voice will 
speak through him 7 
M aster: Yes, and the Voice
comes out of the very depths 
of the Fire, out of the very 
depths of the Seed. At the 
present moment, that FIRE is 
manifesting upon the earth, and 
everybody is breathing it in, 
bringing supreme extensive 
sensitivity to everyone. Now 
this is what Merope has put 
into operation, to bring the 
World back to its glorified 
state of Godship, where every 
soul can manifest once again as 
a God, and bring forth through 
himself, his Divine Master. ^ 

Now in the next paragraph^ 
it is giving to you of how soulsl 
are now bom of Hierarchial It 
Ethics. You probably will say, 1  
“Well, however can I have a I 
Hierarch within me ?** You I  
must realise that they are * 
vibrationsJWhen you pass over, 
you will only be of vibration, 
and you will be a creative 
spark of an Atom. i

So when we say ‘the Sparka 
left the Heights', that is all you I  
are now, a spark, and that I  
spark is in your Commissure,! 
as the brilliance of a diamond. I  
You will bring that diamond 
into its degrees of brilliancy 
by your struggling to become 
of a higher quality of mind, 
ever striving to abide by the 
true Laws of Honour and 
Justice. A

Then you will be bom of a r  
Hierarch because these Hier
archs are Great Powers th a t/  
have come down from very ̂  
great Heights, to enter by J 
vibration into the soul. If you / f 
by your vibrations, can extract I  
the higher quality of the Word, I 
the higher frequency, then you j 
become bom of a Hierarch. L 
because they are within the I  
Seed as vibration. Once you /  
can grasp this meaning of I

I

true

conveying in its entirety how 
every inrng has now been drawn 
back up to the Heights, by 
every particle of the soul find
ing expansion. You arc made 
up of twelve Gods, twelve 
independent stales. The Aries, 
which is the personality, is the 
one that registers all as a per
sonal ity state of consciousness, 
and is the Aral thing that you 
should seek to change.

Now, due to the changes that 
Merope has brought into birth, 
ail these twelve inflection* in 
the depths have ail been drawn 
hack up to the Heights, and the 
last one to go back was the 
Bull. So every one of you now 
is an entirety of Oncncaa, it is 
only your conscious mind that 
is not perceiving this, not 
believing it, and not putting it 
into operation.

As soon as you can believe |  
this, then you will act upon it 
and say. *1 am a Dyophysite, I 
and am now ready to bring ! 
forth of new thought, new 
understanding of genius.*' As T 
soon as you do this, Uranus 1 
within you will begin to vibrate ] 
and express into your conscious £  
mind, new sparks of Light.

To understand all this, you 
must be flexible, you must be 
pliable. You must be able to i 
see that you are not the lump i 
of flesh that you appear to be, S  
but that you are of Spirit. 
When you can cast old religions 
to one side, then you really will 
find GOD. Once you can realise I 
that by taking in the Breath you 
are being fed by the Breath, 
and that the Great Solar Light 
is the Light that gives you 
health and strength, then yoo 
begin to touch upon the funda
mentals that will give yoo the 
understanding of Vibration, I 
Light and Divinity.

T he C lo sin g  P ra y e r
T  pour down upon you the

Great Blessing o f the Word, 
that you can learn by its 
deeper glories and make it be
come the Spirit risen up within 
your own internal being. That 
you can bring it risen up to the 
heights o f your mind. that the 
Great Bull will plough and 
bring into birth the depths of 
the Seed, and bring unto you 
the depths o f your Divine 
Priesthood Glory, to manifest 
the Wonders that I  leave with 
you. Amen.
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OCCULT G AZITT1

Uhe TDyophysiU JCingdom
b y  th e  L o rd  H iera rch  o f  S c o rp io

(These are extracts taken from  the lecture of 
W ednesday, 12th M ay, 1971)

PEACE BE UNTO YOU ALL 
Again we gather with you, and there are many who have 

gathered here from the Higher Planes, for this now k  the Work 
of the Greater Ones and of the Planes and World of the 
Hierarchs. We will endeavour tonight to help you understand 
of the Great Manifestation in your midst, for as Mcrope draws 
down of the Diapasonic Powers of the Heights, that They ran 
manifest through her as the Voice, so can this apply to every 
one of you ; Merope is the prototype for all of you to follow. 
As soon as you can comprehend more deeply that of vibration, 
then you will begin to understand the real Glory of Life and 
the Great Mystery of GOD.

GOD is within your own being. He is the Voice of the 
Rhythm of the Spheres, and when you can make yourself 
prepared, then you too can draw that Mighty Power down Into 
your own being, and you can become One with It, and GOD 
can speak through your voice. It is the Great Depths of the 
FIRE, the Great Mystery of the Spheres that now is walking 
the earth, and this accounts for the mighty changes that now 
arc taking place in all directions.
At the present moment, man 

is bom of these changes but his 
conscious mind is blind. As

running iitku , parucuinfi)r tnc Student * 11be Dvophsxitc sen
young one* ; they find! that they utivity is wdial the Pharaohi
arc not getting new iideas. were try mg ito bring mto birth,
so their cihcrtc b csdy rum when they talked of ruling
wild. They are reoeliving the Lower and 1Upper Lgypt ^
Brea tli which is bringing Master i 11hat «s quite true
LIGHT to their ether-ic betdtet. This is whaif Mcrope had to
but when they take up (heir leant when she find started,
academical studies 
only receiving ‘old xi

they
latcs*

arc
that

that the seven chakras of hot 
own spine were the lower rep
lica oi the seven planes ol

drive them frantic. 
What they want are new

Spirit. As she discarded all 
states of lower desire she arose

ideas,- new thought,- new ere- by frequency1 up these chakras,

|1UM
Ms

fror

alive expression, then they will 
not run wild, and they will not 
turn to drugs, nor to sodomitic* 
al practises, because they are 
introvert states. They will then 
find the way to expansion, open 
up their minds that can then 
dance with LIGHT, and find 
themselves expanding into the 
vibrational Glories of Outer 
World Space.

The Divine Breath

time goes on he will begin to 
feel and to think, and then is 
the time when the Fires will 
begin to act. So now with that 
in your minds, let us turn to the 
paragraph that has been chosen 
from the Sunday lecture of 
Royal Theocratic Embracement.

Here we get the Atomic 
imprint of the indelible Virgin 
footsteps o f the 49 degrees, 
where the depths of the Dyo- 
physite are reborn of Outer 
Space Fiery Super-will fntelli- 
gencia. Hence nought is left of 
those depths, all becomes of 
heights, thus what was darkness 
is now LIGHT.

For here is the true Dyophy• 
site membrane, as that of the 
connective tissue o f the inspir
ational World of the Holy 
Brotherhood o f the united span 
of the full 49 degrees. These 
now being the full Atomic 
expansive depths o f the Dyo- 
physite revolving Kingdom of 
LIGHT.

As Mcrope has brought this 
into being, is it the World 
whereby ail are citizens, but 
have yet to awaken to the 
glories that are now their status 
o1 being. Like unto Philip, 
who saw not the Father, yet 
was gazing fully at the Divine 
reflection.

This is where the 49 steps 
are being trodden In. through 
the ascending mind phenomena 
within the Dyophysite Breath 
expansion. Whereby all are re
born of vibrational intensified 
Hierarchial ethics, bringing the 
soul to now becoming of Hier
archial personality. The soul 
will he led, guided and influenc
ed by the Higher Principles of 
Divine propensity. This for the 
time, may be difficult, for the 
soul will not be understood by 
others in Its vibrational inten
sity

Now let us go back and I 
will make one or two explana
tions to you^BThe Dyophysite 
Kingdom is uic whole world 
merged into one-world^Where

you have had the earth anc 
then the planes and then the 
heavens, now it is all one world, 
the Dyophysite World.

This means that the soul can 
travel up to the Heights and 
down to the depths by expand
ing his frequency, and by delv
ing into vibration he is able, by 
polarisation, to find his way 
into tho Heights and down 
again into the depths. So he is a 
citizen of those Heights and 
those depths. All of Outer 
World Space has become his 
playground, for he is receiving 
the Breath from the Central 
Sun that now is incorporating 
the whole of the 49 Degrees, 
7 x 7  which equals 49.

He has climbed up bis own 
seven planes by taking the 
Royal Breath from Outer 
World Space, thereby transmut
ing his own seven planes into 
the full 49 Degrees, and so be 
is Master of the lower world 
and also master of the Higher 
World.

Now it really is this that 
these teachings arc enlightening 
you upon. If you study these 
teachings and try to see behind 
their mere etymological state
ment, you will sec the depths 
that lie behind it. You will then 
incorporate into your mind the 
Glories of Outer World Space, 
for you will take it into your 
Etheric Body as LIGHT* and 
then you will be fed again by 
the Breath on a greater degree, 
because Mcrope is everlastingly 
bringing new thought, new 
word and new lectures, thus 
increasing the Overshadowance.

The Breath changes the Gods 
in your Heights, where the 
Etheric opens out into the right 
hemisphere of the brain. Then 
it ‘taps’ on the Corpus Callo
sum Wall between the two 
brains, giving unto the consci
ous mind, which is the left side, 
the new Wisdom that can 
enlighten it in what is being 
received from its etheric body.

Now this takes place with 
everything that you do, and 
this is why you get so many

NOW, up to the present 
moment, Mcrope hat to 

brought this vibration into birth 
that Divinity is walking in your 

midst, for Divinity is the 
Breath, tho Breath of the Holy 
Fire that is coming down 
through Mcrope. At the beginn
ing of Time, Mcrope had to try 
and arouse the gods that had 
fallen into the depths and had 
become the human race, the 
human animal, and so she danc
ed the Diapasonic Powers of 
the Heights into being. Believ
ing that in those Powers was 
the FIRE that was necessary to 
fire the god-sparks into action.

This was the period of the 
great world of Bubastes In 
Egypt, and Mcrope was the 
Great Bubastes Queen who 
brought the first step of the 
dawn of civilisation, through 
her Temple of the White Cats.

These were used to draw the 
magnetic fire that was necessary 
at that time, for the Solar 
Light had not been baUt np to 
the degree that it is now, but 
eventually everything went 
wrong because the Priests of 
Pibeseth and Avon turned all 
to their own negative states and 
the White Cats of Bubastes 
went black.

drawing in the Power and Word 
of Outer World Space and 
thereby raising GOD up to the 
Heights.

l or the Water* of the soul, 
their seminal waters, arc of the 
Great Breath that contains the 
Seed, which has been brought 
down to its lowest digit, as 
merely a fluidic state. When 
you raise it up again to Spiritus 
Air and then into ITRL, you 
bring it back to its rightful con
dition, and GOD is then 
manifesting in >our Commis
sure.
Student: In the star map of
the heavens, one can see Vega 
in the heart of Lyra, the Harp. 
Are these not the seven planes 
that have been raised up into 
the Mind Plane of Vega, as the 
seven chords of Divine Con
sciousness, and if the soul can 
manipulate these chords, 
through his risen up sensitivity, 
then the Divine Voioe will 
speak through him ?
M aster: Yes, and the Voice
comes out of the very depths 
of the Fire, out of the very 
depths of the Seed. At the 
present moment, that FIRE is 
manifesting upon the earth, and 
everybody is breathing it in, 
bringing supreme extensivo 
sensitivity to everyone. Now 
this is what Merope has put 
into operation, to bring the 
World buck to its glorifled 
state of Godihip, where every 
soul can manifest once again as 
a God, and bring forth through 
himself, his Divine Master. ^  

Now in the next paragraph*; 
it is giving to you of how soulsl

Stvdroi 
l veparat
[ Breath, and \ci surely we are 
I the outcome of that Ntcrarchial 
| Breath, that after hill ion> of 
[ year* hat moulded itself into 

an Atom of comciouxiexi 
M aster: That u  quite true
Man is billions of years old 
and docs not realise the great 
Royalty of his heritage,

Dm particular lecture was 
conveying in its entirety ho* 
cverytning has now been  drawn 
back up to the Heights, by 
every particle of the soul find* 
mg expansion. You are made 
up of twelve Gudx. twelve 
independent states. The Arms, 
which is the personality, is the 
one that registers all to a per
sonality state of consciousness, 
and it Uic first thing that you 
should seek to change.

Now, due to the changes thst 
Merope h is brought into birth, 
all these twelve inflections in 
the depths have all been drawn 
back up to the Heights, and the 
last one to go back was the 
Bull. So every one of you now 
is an entirety of Oncncas, it is 
only your conscious mind that 
is not perceiving (hit, not 
believing it, and not putting it 
into operation.

As soon as you can believe
this, then you will act upon it 
and say, “ I am a Dyophysite.

arc now bom of Hierarchial k 
Ethics. You probably will say, %

From then onwards Bubastes 
has always had a bad name, 
hut it was a very royal creation 
in the beginning. It was there 
that Merope taught the Phallic 
Worship, where she taught man 
to reverence the Divine Fire 
that he was being privileged to 
receive, and by true Altar Wor
ship to raise those Fires up 
again to the very Heights.

This is what man has got to 
learn. He has got to understand 
the great depths of the Fire and 
the real depths of Vibration ; 
his own actions, how he creates 
vibration, and how by using the 
powers that are with him, and 
using them wisely, they can be 
as a shield and protection in the 
name of GOD. For GOD will 
be with him in those Greater 
Powers manifesting within his 
midst.

“Well, however can 1 have a |  
Hierarch within me ?” You 
must realise that they are 
vibrations.^Vhcn you pass oyer, 
you will only be of vibration, 
and you will be a creative 
spark of an Atom.

So when we say 'the Spark !  
left the Heights', that is all you I  
are now, a spark, and that I

\

.park is in your Commissure,!
1.1as the brilliance of a diamond 

You will bring that diamond 
into its degrees of brilliancy 
by your struggling to become 
oi a higher quality of mind, 
ever striving to abide by the 
true Laws of Honour and 
Justice. v

Then you will be born of a 
Hierarch because these Hier- , 
archs arc Great Powers th a t /  
have come down from very i  
great Heights, to enter byJ 
vibration into the soul. If you/1 
by vour vibrations, can extract I  
the higher quality of the Word, j 
the higher frequency, then you « 
become born of a Hierarch, L 
because they are within the r  
Seed as vibration. Once you J 
can grasp this meaning of I

and am now ready to bring 
forth of new thought, new 
understanding of genius." As 
soon as you do this, Uranus 
within you will begin to vibrate 
and express into your conscious 
mmd, new sparks of Light.

To understand all this, you 
must be flexible, you must be 
pliable. You must be able to 
see that you are not the lamp 
of flesh that you appear to be, 
but that you are of Spirit. 
When you can cost old religions 
to one side, then you really will 
find GOD. Once you can real he 
that by taking In the Breath you 
are being fed by the Breath, 
and that the Great Solar Light 
is the Light that gives yoa 
health and strength, then you 
begin to touch upon the funda
mentals that will give yoa the 
understanding of Vibration, 
Light and Divinity.

T he C lo sin g  P ra y e r
T  pour down upon you the 

*  Great Blessing o f the Word, 
that you can learn by its 
deeper glories and make it be
come the Spirit risen up within 
your own internal being. That 
you can bring it risen up to the 
heights of your mind, that the 
Great Dull will plough and 
bring into birth the depths of 
the Seed, and bring unto you 
the depths o f your Divine 
Priesthood Glory, to manifest 
the Wonders that I leave with 
you. Amen.
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Royal Theocratic Embracement
Continued from the front page

This is the expanding Colurc of the Dvophysitc 
Directive, that of the Pro-coin passional Atomic 
Hcnnenentic wealth. Where all has become the Fnccintc 
Directive guiding faculty of the Pituitary, as the 
Pifuitrin balanced fluidic Spirit of Pre-Timele*s Royal 
gestation. Where the two Worlds are blended into ONE. 
with the Divine World manifesting in the depths, 
guiding and directing all who will seek of the Divine 
purpose. These arc Solar sensitised verbatim, the light 
that is revealed in John 14, whereby all becomes known 
to the soul of the Sacred Heart reality. For it b  here 
that the internal bom Chromospheric Orion Glory 
realises that he and Divinity arc now embraced in Holy 
Union.'That the internal Glory now established will 
not only talk to him, but reveal through him, of things 
unknown to manJU his is where Atomic Seenhip has 
at last seen the ta j  Mahal unity as one principle. That 
of the revolving unmolested infinite Immortal fulness, 
of HIS Divine Royal Holy Presence.

(See plate on this page)
This is where the Royal 

Union in the soul is blended, 
and the Glory of the Divine 
Ovcr-shadowuncc manifests its 
supreme Magnificence over the 
Virgin. Hence the mystery of 
the Moly Ghost, where she be
comes entirely One with the 
bather, and wears His Robe of 
Office, i  his is the Chorco- 
banung frequency of the puri
fied Atomic FACE, where 
there is no expansive status of 
the lower, but the infusion by 
expansion into the Higher only. 
For the purity of the Word, 
revitalises the sleeping Pituit
ary into a sparking theocratic 
Royal reality.

This being the Royal Dance 
of the Divine Compas&ional 
Overshadowance of the lost 
Supreme Divine frequency, 
when as the Theodolite vision, 
they were able, through their 
extreme sensitivity of the 
Sphenoidal Fossa, to dissect 
and correlate of extreme 
heights and depths. As that of 
the sleeping sensitivity of the 
Golden Calf, will it be of a 
Jeremiah who fell into the Fire 
and burnt the FACE of Theo
cratic Royal embracement.

This he did by his lack of 
faith and belief of the depths 
he had been prophesying, 
therefore it resulted in Moab 
taking over of the Power he 
had created and exalted. But 
although it has ever left in the 
Fire the necessity for a Scape
goat, it is that which now has 
been retrieved through the 
awakening Reality of the 
Theodolite Virgin conscious
ness of Merope. That which 
she polarised by the now 
Supreme Inaugurated depths 
of the Dyophysite-Theodolite 
unification. For this is the Drip 
to Drip rebound of the Atomic 
genetic spermed Divine Holy 
Reality.

Here is where Cinderella, as 
the Royal Snow Maiden, now 
wears a new shoe to tread the 
Dyophysite-Theodolite Path of 
the Master of Masters* Holy 
Outer World expansion, that of 
the Atomic Mind. For in be
coming of this unified formula
tion of Divinity, the Polar 
Orbit of the New Pole rotating 
oneness of the Central Sun in
fused wealth, will now call for 
a dynamic amount of Theo
cratic energy.

This being the Power of the 
Atomic stimulated mind as it 
consciously lives in the density 
of matter, but drives with the 
freedom of Outer World Space. 
This alone indicates of the 
persistency and will requir
ed to fulfill a task of Heavenly 
indictment, where the WELL of 
the Heights becomes the will of 
the depths.

This is known as dual electri
fied percussion, whereby 
heights and depths become the 
same revolving frequency of 
Dyophysite-Theodolite unfold- 
ment. That of the all-knowing 
Pituitrin fluid of the Sacred 
Fire, being of the Orion con
scious Etheric Mind Light 
Thereby filling the Sphenoidal 
Fossa with the royal Fire sen
sitivity of the Breath, giving

unto the auditory tubes the 
sensitivity of Divine conscious
ness.

By this, here is where we 
now approach the Holy Sea of 
the Theodolite unified being, 
as He that has touched the 
Atomic Arc. and now lives ax 
a Divine Intelligence fre
quency of the unfolding 
Eternal Breath of the Central 
Sun Zenith. For here beyond 
the Central Sun lies the Holy 
Grail, as the Super-sensitised 
Divine Will of the W orld: 
that of constant consuming 
Vega Virgin Prototype, yet that 
redeeming and sending forth 
once again.

Th is being the All-creative 
Benefactor of Divine Holy 
Life, for Vega is the acbvc 
stimulation of the Central Sun's 
Source of Source, the pure 
Theocratic octaviol Atomic Arc 
frequency of the Divine Trio. 
The Sun in Scorpio, Taurus 
and Gemini, as that of the 
Atomic compassional Divine 
FACE, the basic of construc
tion, yet the royalty of All- 
Excelling For without these 
are set into motion, there is oo 
Vega creation.

Therefore royal Theocratic 
embracement, bringing forth 
of the Breath of the Spirit, is 
now the full Atomic Brilliance 
of Virgin sensitised Etheric 
continuity. That of the Virgin 
reborn isotope of the Central 
Sun Polar Star of Vega Divine 
Ascension. Where continual 
labouring and relabouring is 
the only answer to the ascen
sion now to be accomplished. 
With all now as the constant 
refeeding of the Central Sun, 
with the apparent unfolding 
wonder of the Etheric depths.

For man has now become a 
Jupilerian Cosmonaut, as he 
now propels through the old 
world of illusive turmoils. 
Thereby polarising all that he 
meets, and finding himself 
bounding up the perpendicular 
FACE. That which would be 
impossible to surmount, but by 
the complete control and ele
vated creation of the basic trio.

The very Atomic unfoldment 
will bring the continuity of a 
Divine Ascension, for the Law 

. now directs as by the Power of 
ElecLrolysised Vega directed 
Divine attraction. For the latter 
is Etheric intuitive propensive 
Fired Light of the Central Sun 
Core, that of Theodolite mani
festation of Atomic unfolding 
compassional reverence. That 
which drives itself into any 
directive required, sending the 
strength of its thought out to 
those now fighting for freedom.

For as expansion is made in 
any form of belief, it gives that 
belief greater strength. Hence 
the personification of Jupilerian 
jousting Hermeneutics, through 
the strength of the mind. That 
which now unfolds all souls' 
Etheric Egos into the right 
order of compensating Holy 
ascending Divine isotopes. 
Bringing their Virgin spinal un
foldment into the glorified

m/ w*igm oi the mind beUef.
Thu «H»» Noonus she von

slant actmiiv of the Bull, he
of the A lt!sue Presence of the
Central Sun /ilniin.sir., tuxn. 1 lu
colurc wc«)ll) of the Enceinte
Breath of complete i thorn
attentive supreme control of
the mind, ail firmly driving
with one 
intent

thought and one

The Jup1itci mo inaugurating
unfoldment is the final crossing
of the Rcd Sea. and the
Communist!a  embracement of
the Atomic Stream of reborn
compensating life  That of 
Vcca Source to Source aspirin* 
Hoi) compensating immortal 
likeness, of HIS Supreme 
Presence radiating through all 
that is said and done. For the 
soul so believes and honours 
the purpose on hand, as to 
bring Divinity into the Glory

1%

a  i
idumitr 6

 ̂The Mind Development ('lass'*
$  . r < , , , *  A M?ACM ' very Satuniux ftf O-U
V t h  Spe*roum C i*i M l  her SprcUI Mind ih  
^  ( 7,iu  at the V W r i  H.Q. A special Sablect i* f*
A mmjv client 40 ni inures und then rash witter is i 
A helped to  interpret and understand hit or her finaou  v A ny a
V erodet* ran b i n ; those nearby can make application to ▼ 

attind rih U ncek. and those too far away can wmd in I heir V
(v name» and link in each *eek at the time stated, theu names §  
/  briny entered in a Special Bock for this purpose. The Z
V tub ircis foe concentration a r e : 7

Aug. 7th Virgin /  < Upik V
L GO ()

Aug. tdth Herat Divine
Metamorphosis x

Aug. 21*1 The Divine Arc A
Aug. 2Sth Theocratic A

Fortitude ¥
--------------------------------------- f p

V Ju/\ *rd Dyophysite
$  _  , Mantage
Z July lOrh Divine Breath
7 Julx 17th Principality o f the 
SS Mind
A July 24th Divine Royal 
7 Sensitivity
V j uiv J / si Virgin Virility

------------------------------

DIVINE OVERSHADOWANCE
A S the Royai Union In the soul It blended, the Divine Over- 
n  shadowance manifests its supreme magnificence over the 
Virgin's blended LOVE. The mighty mystery of the Holy Ghost, 
as she becomes entirely ONE with the Father. Portraying the 
Glory and depths of WOMAN, awaiting the risen up sensitivity 
that will bring her to the Dyophysite Theodolite unification. (See 
text in col. 1).

of its Divine radiating mani
festation.

The Atomic oneness is the 
Great Fall equaliser of the 
depths, heoce the cosmic 
Mortuary Meal, as the inaugu- 
ratory oneness of Ievitational 
Atomic Hermeneutic Ascen
sion. Bringing the depths up to 
the heights, equally as much in 
strength of the mind, as in 
heart belief. By this, aU is 
Vega visage as the Atomic all
knowing, all-seeing reality of 
the Etheric Waveband possibil
ity.

That of the Ecliptic wealth 
of the Central Sun to central 
sun, in that of compassional 
intermediary of Holy Light, 
now the infinity revolution. 
Thus bringing a driving force 
second to none, forcing its 
radiations out far and wide.

All now is os the Theocratic 
Snow-maiden walking the 
depths, awaiting the Divine 
inaugurating etheric blessing 
within the etheric depths of 
man, to burst forth into Atomic 
conscious Light. Thereby re
vealing the compassional sperm- 
ing reality of a supreme Divine 
ospirational frictioned Atom. 
This setting the Etheric ascen
sion into a Source to source 
frequency waveband of Solar 
Central Sun re-awakenment. 
Thereby bringing into being an

expanded expansion of vibra
tions.

This now is that of Vega 
Transcendental Hermeneutics, 
the quest of the Holy Grail as 
the Virgin Word of Etheric 
Neptunian embracement. The 
elevated stimulus of the Pole 
Star wealth of Vega Central 
Sun intensity, now pouring into 
the depths, the Royal Core of 
the Central Sun Glory.

The Atomic Altar

HENCE now the Etheric 
waveband has become the 

House to House revolving 
Positive Light intensity. That of 
a full Neptunian Divine Theo
cratic creative artisan manipu
lated Source, of mind forging 
instinctive radiation. For 
every individual god-like per
sonality is now being conscious
ly incorporated into the 
radiational propensity. This is 
the Atomic Altar, the full 
Beauty of Source to source 
Positive embracement. That of 
the Snow-Maiden Vega enfold
ing compassional Presence, 
where the whole being of the 
soul is a driving force of 
LIGHT.

For the Altar is the Point of 
assimilation, the final Warrior 
resting place, as the Mind 
intent Where all has been in
volved invocation and the

Snow-Maiden arises as the 
levitated Truth, out of the 
Jupilerian released Atomic 
depths, thus assailing up to the 
Neptunian heights. Here again, 
the cosmic expenditure comes 
into being, as all is viewed 
under the auspices of vibration.

Here the gathered compas
sion becomes the all-seeing 
sensitivity of the Holy Grail, 
this being the Enceinte Dyo
physite Blueprint fulfillment of 
the Vega Mind brilliance. 
Where heights and depths in 
unism. and the driving force of 
the Will, have brought into 
birth a Force of Royal Spiritual 
driving acumen. Where the 
Vega World joins and unites 
the full Outer Space Light 
revealing Phenomenal Glory.

Outer World Space being as 
the immortal Overshadowance, 
that of Metope’s Pre-Vega 
atomicised molccularised pro- 
batum Paradise. Where all has 
been set into motion and not 
found wanting. This being the 
World of the Hermeneutic 
sensitivity of Divine Propulsion, 
that of Vega expanded Ego 
Royal Theodolite penetrative 
Brilliance. The Power of 
mastered mastery, as that now 
in sincere Atomic bliss, to 
judge and execute the Major 
Etheric readjusting Atomic 
Source to source reverberations.

As Merope now sets all into 
motion upon the earth, she 
views and beholds, and sets 
into operation in vibronic per
sistency. For prayer to Merope 
is her demand, where she 
stamps upon the earth and sets 
her belief into a preambulatory 
drive. This is Vega unfoldment 
and expansion.

New the Real World of the 
Ecliptic Cycle unfolds, as Vega 
expansion resumes the Pre- 
Neolithic Blueprint wealth into 
Vega-Dyophysite living Breath. 
That of the Atomic Stimulated 
Electrified intensity of the 
Protonic FACE, where that of 
the heights, although unified, 
bears the super-stamp of Divine 
embracement- Thus bears upon 
the earth, the Glory of the 
heavens, hence all will be 
transmuted into the very etheric 
nucleus of the Seed. Whereby 
it becomes polarised as the 
phenomenal established rebirth 
of the Holy Atomic FACTE.

This is known as compensat
ing balance, that of the Power 
of Theocratic perception, as the 
soul awakens to Reality. There
by perceiving the glory of 
heaven upon earth, in all its 
Mighty Royalty and Holy 
possibilities. Hence the Etheric 
has at last been bom, and as 
the whole fulfilled conscious 
mind wealth of the Priestal 
polarised Vega Mind World, 
the Virgin Virgo Ego is now 
the controlled Divine Over
shadowance.

Now the Atomic Will, the 
Will of Outer Space, is bom as 
the Atomic Light o f the Dyo
physite Breath. For the latter is 
the immortal transformation of 
Etheric consciousness, into 
supreme elevated Divine D>o-

C ontinued  on page 4
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Royal Theocratic Embracement
C o n tin u e d  fro m  p ag e  3

physite Hermeneutics. Those 
now manifesting as daily crea
tive pursuits, although un
known to the majority. Which 
unseen, unrecognised, and fully 
believed as a means of further
ed freedom, will eventually 
resort into their rightful cate
gory of Reality.

This is the full belief of an 
Enceinte one-horned Bull. He 
that has pierced the Central 
Sun, and is alight with the 
grandeur of Virgin perception.

Thus now is seeking to wear 
and carry the load, which is 
entirely different to the Crown
ed magnetic earth, that offered 
him so much physical comfort.

Now it is up and doing, for 
with the Ego as Mars retrieved, 
he becomes of that one horn in 
Royal respect for the first time, 
unto his now Phallic compre
hension of the FIRE. Thus his 
consciousness is the wake of 
this now Theocratic intensive 
royal Over-bearing super
eminence, of the condensed 
Overshadowance of compas- 
sional sensitivity. Hence he 
now is over-eclipsed by the 
Glory and Royalty of the 
FIRE.

Hence the super-sonic Intelli- 
gcncia is born in the true like
ness of the Supreme Etheric 
Fount. With the one horn 
becoming the golden Flaming 
Sword of unbreakable reborn 
Atomic Flame. That which can, 
in its nobilities, pierce and 
interpenetrate and bring life 
and balance unto others.

Now the Power of Crypto
logical Hermeneutics becomes 
the Voice Plane of the Neptun
ian Dyophysite Blue Diamond. 
The mystical wonders of the 
Atomic Waveband Royalties 
now being comprehended, if 
only by aesthesis perception. 
For this is the thread of ele
vated super-sonic Belief. Now 
the Voice is as the Prayer of 
the Immaculate Conception, 
the Holy Will of the Sacred 
Hermeneutic Monstrance.
Whereby his internal enceinte 
conjecture portrays the Glory 
of the Golden Beam.

(Sec the front page plate)
For the Sacred Hermeneutic 

Monstrance, the Commissure 
fully alight, is now the electro- 
lysised constitution of the 
Atomic Stereophonic language 
of the Dyophysite Mind Plane. 
The unified Atomic FACE, 
with the continuity of the 
Golden Phallic Point of the 
Royal Holy Black Bull, that of 
the internal Spirit.

Now, through such inter
penetration, the Breath has be
come the entire Divine Proto
type of the Atomic forged will 
of the compassional isotope. 
With all now containing the 
Divine Hermeneutic Power of 
Royal Phenomena reality, driv
en on by the Unseen Internal 
Unknown Mystical Glory of 
the FIRE. That of the internal 
God Purpose, seeking to make 
expansion and expression 
through the internal Fired 
atoms of the soul.

This now is the Atomic 
Timepiece, as the full Divine 
octavial transformation of the 
Bloodstream, into the Breath

of the Atomic mortuary meal 
of inspirational Supreme 
Attachment. For all is no long
er of the magnetic, but com
pletely embedded and embrac
ed into the Solar.

For here is the Dove of 
Divine sensitised creative 
amplitude, whereby all can be 
touched and charged by the 
Royal Theocratic depths, of the 
Supreme Atomic intensity of 
Relativity's aspired creative 
At-onement. All now being in 
perfect concord, for the ascend
ancy into the mystical depths 
of the Unknown ; that which 
has its comparison in the soul's 
own etheric depths. Which, in 
unity through the Breath, will 
bring unknown genius into 
birth.

Here is the Royal Posture 
of the Divine embrace, no 
longer as aesthesis perception, 
that of clairvoyant belief, but 
by Royal Mind Conception, 
the Divine Breath of the Spirit. 
The Bull has now become the 
Golden Horn of Plenty, he who 
now becomes the full etymo
logical chromosome wealth of 
one's own Atomic compassional 
royalty. With that of his true 
Atomic depths, now of the 
Virgin World, in unfolding 
aspirational ascending glory of 
his celestial heavens. For the 
whole width and breadth of 
Being is now his domain, and 
the possibilities lie in his own 
invulnerability.

Here is where the mystery of 
the Hare and the Tortoise is 
going to be fully revealed. For 
as one sits upon the back of 
the other, will the Word carry 
in its intense Presence, the un
folding Power of the sensitised 
Atom. With the Hare becoming 
the Lighted candle on the back 
of the moving Word, declaring 
the Mystical Depths, that now 
can come forth.

Here is now the Divine 
ascending Dove on its first and 
last maiden voyage, to bring 
the Divine Wonders of the 
FIRE into birth. With the glory 
of the risen up soul and un
folded Atomic Radiance, the 
sublime answer to LIFE.

The Royal Glories 
of Divine Union

NOW the propensity of the 
reborn Light is of the 

rotating forged compassion, 
that of the aspirational momen
tum of the intensified ethereal 
Divine being. He that now 
shoulders the Atomic stimulus, 
and transforms the Solar into 
the compassion of Outer World 
Divine responsibility, as the 
inaugurated full Atomic ex
panded Will. Thus the beginn
ing of the Divine inbirth, as 
the ascension proceeds, by him 
treading it into the earth, with 
the Theocratic password of the 
transforming reality of the 
Digit, as that of Continuity.

This now being of immortal 
transmuting ethereal attuned 
polarised Dyophysite consent, 
whereby he can now measure 
the full Virgin inflow of the 
Solar Dyophysite motivating 
compensatory conquest. This is 
where the mystery tightens, and 
for the moment the soul is 
going forth on sublime wisdom 
and belief. This is the Road of 
the Spirit, which now tests out 
the full depths of the soul's 
intent

For that now being pro
pounded is the Brilliance within 
the full etheric radiance of the 
Central Sun's expanded Core, 
of Royal octavial fortune. That 
of the Positive compassion, as 
now of stimulated intensive 
migratory moving Dove-stream 
wake. That of the Virgin Mer- 
ope’s levitatlonal inaugurated

Divinely forged ascending 
assumption.

That of royal interblending 
of holy assumption, bringing 
Divine heavenly ascension of 
Ego unto EGO. For ascension 
now is the Atomic propulsion 
of the profound depths of the 
Altruistic Breath. That bom of 
intuitional Fiery completion, 
as the Hare now alight, through 
the Atomic Seeded com ; that 
wielded and brought into birth 
by the Virgin.

of her Atomic mystery, that by 
polarity, Diapason i c beauties 
had burst forth, swelling the 
vibrations of Earth with Royal 
Beauty and Light 

For the Virgin draught of 
the golden grapes, as the 
wealth of the transmuted Solar 
Glory, now expands into the 
true ferment of the pure rising 
consciousness of the Dyophy
site Lion. Here, one Solar-born 
as of the Theocratic Presence, 
now becomes, by the molecular 
Solar attuned Central Sun 
Royalty, that of a Dyophysite

THE SLEEPING CONSCIOUSNESS
AS the internal Virgin sought of the Almighty Glory of All-Life, 
** for the Divine Immensity to stir his static pulse, she rose up 
her own compassionate Belief, polarising the inert amoeba. For 
although a citizen of all that had been, the conscious awakenment 
was still in the embrace of the Omphallic Queen. (See text on 
page 13, col. 2).

The soul now being fully 
blended into Neptunian Glory, 
where Royal Belief and Ariel 
ideas, float across the horizon. 
Where for the time being, the 
elevated Bull is levitated into 
the Elysium Fields of Vega, and 
there beholds the Royal Glories 
of Divine union. For the thy
roid has now taken on of the 
expansion, and is seeking to 
bring into birth of glorified 
expansion.

Where what would appear to 
the uninitiated upon the earth, 
as states of delusion, he now 
as the royal elevated Flame, 
beholds in quite natural 
sequence ; winged Black steeds, 
flying carpets and glorious 
birds of Paradise winging from 
bough to bough, of trees laden 
with deliciously scented blos
som. While everywhere bob- 
tailed bunnies frisked and 
danced, wrestled and embrac
ed, in fields of blossoming 
herbs, that foretold of the 
wonders that man, in his earth- 
bound belief, was missing.

Thus Paul, who was elevated 
up, not to know whether he 
was Christ or in the Christ 
assumption, making the Bull 
fully aware of the true Glories 
of the Heavenly Feast of Div
ine Glory. But where Paul had 
been limited, for Jupiter was 
the light of their day, Mcropc 
has ascended up to the limit
less magnitude of Neptune, 
where the Gates of Divinity 
had been opened. Where the 
Royal Wonders of the Central 
Sun unfolded the mighty depths

Kingly Seer. For the Divine 
embrace has brought the Bull 
to becoming a Prize stud Black 
Bull, who will feed and sperm 
all with new-born mind 
thought.

For a Royal Seer is one of 
mind Theologian Holy ascen
dency, whereby all as mind, 
has risen up the compensating 
reverberation of pure Protonic 
stimulus, where soul lives upon 
the effluvium of the FIRE 
within the Fire, and sees and 
hears GOD through Divine 
ievitational response. For the 
royalty of the heart had been 
touched and Divinity had 
eclipsed the soul, embracing 
the whole of his being with the 
fulness of the Theocratic 
magnitude.

Here is where Light becomes 
the forthright phenomenal con
secrated Brilliance of etheric 
culture. That of the Theocratic 
Tidal Waveband of super- 
sensitised Dyophysite Pre- 
Protoplasm ic Intclligencia. 
Where the gcnetical strain of 
Divine Causation becomes the 
Phallic unity of the Divine 
aspirant. The Divine inspiring 
inflow of Virgin Theocratic 
pulsation, that now in its 
blending, is bringing into being 
of Plutonian Glory.

Royal infusion from the 
Divine Unseen Depths, that 
has never in any way been 
contaminated with the lower 
proceeds of establishment. It is 
such as this, that Poets and 
Composers create and eulogise, 
and Kings fight for, that their 
Kingdom could be maintained

by the heavenly wooden of 
Divine expansion.

Yet that which now has be
come of the complete sensitised 
oneness, of the Royal Violet 
super-semitised polarised Div
ine Continuity. That set into 
elevation by Mcropc. as she 
opened the Gates of Divioil). 
That which only becomes 
through Dyophysite legislature, 
the constant Holy Stream of 
the Pituitrin, now as the 
Golden Grape wealth.

That of the Positive infused 
Ego Royalty of mind Regality, 
beget by the royal principles of 
Truth, not merely as wisdom, 
but the application of Divine 
Honour. Where the heart has 
truly awakened, and directs the 
Word and the Way, by the 
finger that writest, now writing 
on. For the mind is a Basilica 
of the God conscious compas
sion, that of the long sufferance 
of Divine alchemicalisation, 
in the depths of unfoldment.

Here we behold the Brethren 
of the 49 steps, as seen in John 
14 v 8, where Philip, one of 
belief, but of a negative drive, 
seeks that he shall be shown 
the Father. Bat the Great 
Master declares to this one, 
“Believe me for the Work’s 
sake, that what we are seeking 
to do, can go forth in Divine 
expansion. Believe thou not 
that I am in the Father and the 
Father in me ? For he that 
believeth on me, that 1  can be 
upheld and give forth of yet 
greater, what I do, shall be do 
also.”

Thus the Voice in the FIRE 
speaking to that soul to con
vince him, that what he had 
taken, he was denying, thus 
preventing the royal union that 
could bring him FACE to 
FACE with the Father. This is 
where the Altruistic Altar of 
the living stones now comes to 
life, and speaks the reverberat
ing Radiance of the Divine 
immaculate Virgin Breath.

Hence all now is the reflex 
of the supreme Point of extrac
tion, whereby multitudes are 
now the blessing of the Divine 
Virgin Law of Progressive 
polarity. . .

. . .  where in its unification, 
every soul is polarised, with 
not any in the lower states of 
the past. With the depths of 
Time united with the depths of 
the Fire, thus bringing into 
birth that of the FIRE. Which 
is only recognised as the 
Supreme Fatherhood when the 
soul awakens unto the internal 
Royalty of those heights.

Hence such is the heights of 
verbatim comprehension, where 
all is instantaneous perception. 
This now being us Light Theo- 
centric control, where the 
Power of Uranus, that of the 
Super-will of the Heights, is 
as the electrical Radar Her
meneutic unification. Where 
Sourco to source is completely 
unified in one and all, bringing 
all the depths to being buried 
in and polarised to the heights.

Here we get the Atomic im
print of the indelible Virgin 
footsteps of the 49 degrees, 
where the depths of the Dyo
physite are reborn of Outer 
Space Fiery Super-will Intclli
gencia. Hence nought is left of 
those depths, all becomes of
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Wl  NOW fcNTKR I M O  l i l t  i r i s O D I  OF
PlMlIlpVti, tk f M i of CftT||MllVi« wMdi OOO b  ibf 
c-atry brto ibr r * |r tb iC f i  of Ibr w a l. rar oofo the 

O ftp  M ^ irrb *  of I k t i l l b o ,  Yef i t  tb t u m  ( t e t ,  b r a f l ig  
l lfo i  inlo the n iitb , c l i f j b f  tb r  (rtod of V b r i t io i  Belief, 
l  or ii h i | j — (be n r« v v tU i | of the Gordian kn o t, b> pctcep- 
tioo and acttffauKT of Ibr t i f c r b o c o  tb r vo#| b n  p i o i f  
th tough b  its f t i tw  of growth, f i i l f i i i l  w»n tb r ran bora 
out of tbr second bibnki^rd m olv tog . where «b4 u m  « « i now 
( r t f b i  tb r father in Ibr heights, and wogld io corrcxpoodeoc* 
with the p r o r i t  creation of w h d o n . be nr tbr Theocrath 
\ \  bd(Hn now bringing tb r Koval Fatherhood into birth* But 
RabcU is had only expanded up to  Jupiter, declaring the 
Mysteries as mere sb riom . Only by him putting utch into 
ope ration *v a Scapegoat* would he have made changes in tbr 
Cosmic Laws, altering the course of Time. I b r  same applies 
to  the Bible, a Book instructing the soul the a t )  to  go, and 
declaring in Daniel a little of the inner depths that the soul 
must experience, if it wishes to  undertake the Journey of 
Vxccctxron in the New Testament*

■ u m h b f  bb  
Wm  that to  he i 
bod the courage lo  do  an

drtu i  faha* 
phdL B the*

A l THOUGH Rabelais was 
A  creating the Works from 
manuscripts* he at the same 
time would partake of its 
might* wisdom, and some time 
or another would have to come 
back and put it into operation. 
Our first entry into the Mysti
cal History of Pantagruel. is 
where a dialogue is prepared 
regarding eternal drinkers, 
they who spend their whole 
days and nights in drinking up 
o f wisdom. Thus showing of 
this Plate . . .

T H E  full understanding of 
1 this intricate depth, can be 
elucidated by the belief of the 
soul, in the illusion that it 
has been embraced in. W here
by the Firing by the Spirit 
taken, consumes and gives 
rebirth to the life that all are 
autom atically seeking. This 
being the mystery that 
Rabelais was seeking to por
tray to posterity, which would 
Fire his Footprint into spark
ing potentiality.

. . .  where the Mars and Venus 
of the soul were passing 
through the Firing of the 
Mind-Fire vibrations, that they 
could be ‘burnt in’ of its 
vibratory' depths.

This would be the mastery 
of the Elements o f Outer World 
Space, that the soul could 
Breathe in o f the Vibration of 
that Element, ever into his 
blood-life capacity. With the 
corpuscles ever in inter-change 
from Ethcric to the physical, 
bringing the Fiery wealth of 
the Element into the ganglion 
of soul rebirth. This is the true 
understanding o f Ascension, 
after the soul has mastered the 
Elements, and claims that of 
his Masterhood.

This is what Merope has been 
passing through, that every 
soul can be bom  onto the 
Mind Plane, with her partaking 
of the Vicarious Atonement, 
thereby acting as the Christos 
on the Earth. The artist in 
illustrating and describing these 
episodes, is very accurate and 
to the point, with the cook in 
the above Plate, representing 
the fierceness of the Fire that is 
cleansing and changing the soul 
into higher thought

In reality, it is the Breath 
being assimilated by the soul, 
changing the red raw fire into 
spiritus air. But when the soul 
is lacking in wisdom* and has 
taken the knowledge for know
ledge sake only, it has to  be 
redeemed bv alchemical isatioo.
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before the soul can start to get 
a true balanced conception of 
iiv purport. Then await the 
conscious mind awakening con
sciously to the wisdom being 
wrung into action

This is where the wisdom in 
the Occult Gazette is prepared 
and brought up onto the 
Abstract Mind Plane, fully 
spun up into Solar pointed 
Glory. So that every soul 
receives the wisdom already 
digested, and only requires an 
earnest student to put it into 
operation. Therefore no actual 
karma o f multiplicity or 
wrongly adjusted wisdom can 
be taken, but only requires 
assimilation.

Pantagruel literally means a 
giant, one so enormous in his 
wisdom, that under his tongue 
a whole army could take 
shelter from the rain, or down- 
pouring brought about by the 
lunar changing into Solar. But 
furthermore, in whose mouth 
and throat are whole cities 
manifested, as he gives forth of 
his polarised wisdom and 
belief.

The fact that he was a  jolly 
drunkard and boon companion, 
is his aptitude to enquire and 
create, even drinking wine or 
wisdom, until he rocked the 
World with change. But in 
reality' Rabelais' coarse unre
strained humour, really hid a 
serious satirical purpose, which 
he had to hide at that time. 
For he states that Pantagruel 
was born in the midst of a 
drought, when all moisture of 
the earth was a salt perspira
tion.

This is referring to the relig
ious status a t that time, when 
all was so calcified that it was 
impossible to give forth of the 
wisdom in its real rich entirety. 
And to  have declared that 
such was the rightful and only 
way of initiation, would have 
called down upon Rabelais' 
head, a disaster of death. But 
the monk left behind wisdom 
so wrapped up, that many 
looking for a coarse means of 
entertainment, partook in its 
raw state, which resulted in 
them being fed by its internal 
wisdom.

Tfce name of Pantagruel was 
derived from the Greek 
“ Hagarene", meaning ever all 
thirsty for more and more. This 
of course, naturally brought 
into birth the giant, but we 
must not rush too fast ahead, 
for Rabelais for a  whole 
Chapter, discourses upon the 
origin and antiquity of the 
great Pantagruel.

This would be the soul 
growing under the enquiry and 
expounding his beliefs, while 
literally using the Bible theory 
of explanation* For Rabelais 
refers to  the fountain and 
original source, from whence is 
derived unto us the good 
Pantagruel. the wisdom of per
ceiving and accepting. There
fore he tried to advise the 
true seeker* that the wisdom
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THE AR C  OF THE MtJSD
T H E  mystery of the Arc has always been an illusion* w ith m an 
■ believing that it was a b o a t  merely containing his anim al 
creations. W hen In reality it is the risen up Sine, brought about 
by the soul's own endeavours, whereby his animal status are 
transmuted and mind prevails in its stead. Hence the W hale is 
captured and the soul takes the jousting trophy of g re a te r  unfolded  
mind alacrity. (See text in cel. 4 ).

This 1 feel is a wonderful 
explanation of the Arc* that we 
in Universal Philosophy arc 
well acquainted with. For as 
the soul partakes* perceives and 
builds up as light, it rises up 
to the Commissure of Thai a mi 
creation, ever changing the 
status from Chatbroth to the 
noble Pantagruel.

Noah was the first to  raise 
the Arc, but this as the Bible's 
explanation, is the legend left*

flood, thereby burying in of his 
animal creations. For going 
into the Ark two by two* is 
the positive and negative, o r 
black and white states* that 
have to become ooc as a golden 
point o f Solar lig h t 

The channel o r funnel in the 
hand o f the figure astride the 
Ark. is that of his aspirations
being created the hand.
which causes the wxsdom per
ceived, to sail up to the

q q ff lu p | the 
he ax the 
t oiced to  <h

MloniBiK! 
tfi event ra

The Birth  
of Pantagruel

reiM l point wi e  muxi ever 
re mem her. h the foci that 

everything take* place within 
the K>ol itraff. Height!, depthv 
lunar tranaformed kito Solar, 
with the Fiber tc and the 
phyucal partaking of the 
changes m tight and mmd 
rebirth.

I he changes of the C osmic 
Laws were pul into operation 
h% the Scapegoat* and are ever
poi

C»li

1 artfi

By p

Breath

\

•a 
I feel

asamotaURg* the to m  j 
jifid n  abAc to  take i 
greater depth o f the 
which slowly h rn g i  h i 
P a n u g ru d . o r  a Divwc 
C hm tcd  One.

Now, although I 
brought the 
Pantagruel In gp 
rare  It ie e d k i r o t ,  derived out 
o f Rabelafc* ra th e , to wklo rd  
the enquirer the depth* to tend
ed* So from  now eew ards, we 
shall tee  Pantagruel aa the 
conscious mind p e r a  ivkag the 
depths of divine husbandry, 
and ever changing and ex
periencing by the wisdom 
partaken.

T he young W arrior, bora 
from the cool creation, who 
ever seeks more and m ore, and 
braves the elements and ex
periences o f the \ \  hale. Io 
become aware o f  In  depths, 
and bring the Atom  to  Us 
intended Solar radiance.

M o m  o f the w a y  through. 
Rabelais uses the Bible theory 
for description, so we shall be 
forced m ore o r  leas to  follow. 
The explanation regarding the 
birth o f Pantagruel is most 
voluminous* for he declares 
that G argantua, at the Age of 
four hundred fourscore, forty 
and fou r years, begat h o  son 
Pantagruel. upon tvs wife nam 
ed Badcbcc.

She was the daughter to the 
king o f the A nu iflo ti in 
U topia, she who died in giving 
birth to PantagrucL For he 
was so great and lum poh , that 
he could no t possibly c o n e  
forth into the light o f the 
W orld, w ithout thus suffocat
ing his mother. This a  the 
birth  o u t o f the depths o f  the 
soul and which becomes the 
Focal isatioo o f  the depths with 
the heights*

.As the soul extracts out of 
the Breath and drives up to  the 
heights, does he draw io like
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equal of the depth*, .md in 
unity polaruc, and bring ex 
p.tnxion to the height*. 7 hi* it 
where we mu*l remember (hit 
Gargantua rose up to the 
height*, and entered in iii the 
wealth gained, giving rive to 
the Arc and rebirth in the first 
house.

This birth wat mighty, 
whereby the ion was baptised 
as Pantagruel ; it being to 
forceful, it caused drought over 
all the country of Africa. 
Whereby Rabelais likens hit 
birth unto the dynamic birth 
of Elijah, when everything 
was scorched and dried up, 
which indicates that Paula* 
grucl was as a Phaeton being 
born onto the earth. He that 
was so great, he could change 
both Heaven and earth.

Rabelais goes into much 
detail regarding (his birth of 
Pantagrucl, which to the lay
man would be very tedious and 
confusing, thus truly hiding 
the real depths of Alchemy and 
Astrology that he was bringing 
forth. The whole of the details 
which are recited in this amaz
ing story are very accurate, 
and one which the greater 
Powers are following as their 
prototype, in reforming the 
LA Wo of the earth, and assist
ing man in being born again.

Even Rabelais refers to the 
birth of Pantagrucl as some
thing that followed after much 
earthy assumption had been 
delivered. While the midwives 
were amazed at such a lusty 
fellow coming forth. This 
describes the little chappie after 
birth.

DANTAGRUEL is the sym- 
■ Oology of what all are 
seeking, a mind of Divine 
Genius. Where the wonders 
of all that has been taken, 
will become electrified into 
royal emotional rebirth, un
folding the Glory of Spirit- 
born Intuitional wonder. A 
mind so dynamic, that It stirs 
the world Into new-born 
Causatory Life, with soul 
establishing an eternal link 
that will be Its means of 
active rebirth In the world of 
after-life.
The wealth given birth was 

so dynamic, that it had to be 
chained down for the time be
ing, until the wine taken could 
be elevated. But the most 
important statement at this 
period, is of Gargantua's 
sorrow at the death of his 
wife. This literally means that 
she gave birth to dynamic 
wealth, and a great Venusian 
creation had to follow in the 
Virgo Virgin unfoldment.

Thus, in the birth being so 
dynamic, the heights began to 
send forth of a mighty "drip”, 
which gave complete new re
birth to the depths, while the 
depths likewise had to corres
pond. Hence the old wife, or 
feminine state, wat buried in 
and a new status born, while 
Gargantua became a* the 
father in the heights. This i% 
where the student docs not 
have to perceive all these 
alchemical moves in a literal 
sense, but the story woven 
around the skeleton to reveal 
the changes taking place.

Rabelais has made it most 
human in his dissertation, but 
my work is to extract the wis
dom, and not the sentiment or 
knowledge. But even I must 
admit it is most distracting, 
when one gives forth in expan
sion, to find changes passing 
over you, leaving you standing 
on a new Plane, with either a 
dumb or open mouth.

In being acclimatised to the 
changes and the rebirth, Gar
gantua gave his time to the 
son now brought into being, 
who was to become as the 
Orion Warrior to the soul 
growth, but on the Plane of 
manifestation that Rabelais 
had worked upon. This is 
where Gargantua's true hus
bandry really begins, and the 
deeper comprehension of the 
unravelling of the Mysteries, 
which are the roots of the soul 
growth.

But before we leave this part 
of the alchemicalisatioa, let us 
refer a little more volubly to 
the above Plate. The dancing 
cups and vase refers to the 
extensive taking of the wisdom, 
and how much the new birth 
will require to be fed. Rabelais 
goes into some detail regarding 
the food the little chap would 
require, and being brought 
forth on nine dromedaries.

Of course this is nothing else 
than the expansion of nine, 
that would bring forth of the 
tenth, or rebirth onto the next 
stage of unfoldment. But when 
he refers to great loads of 
gammon, dried neats tongues, 
hogs puddings and sausages, 
garlic and onions, he was 
referring to the food stored up 
by the monks while Lent was 
on, so that they could have a 
great feast after they had given 
birth of their ribald dogma.

Much is revealed by Rabel
ais in bis Works, of the falsity 
that the monk habit covered, 
but most of all, of the earthy 
influence that was injected into 
man through religion, leaving 
the soul stoned and blind.

Gargantua's expansive mour
ning over his wife's burial, is 
a condition that does take 
place in expansion, for the soul 
feels the loss of the voluble 
freedom of thinking and creat
ing, while working with states 
that they have become used

to. But where tftjc wmU00I It
accrued and Ois osortuarv
meal i% applied, itfee pentonality
state it buried uii and a new
one f mc* up.

This •s shown most dearly
in the c\(pensive 1Plate cif KaJi.
although now. wtiiat is teen as
the higher self, would be better 
seen as the cthcric counterpart. 
Hence with the fulness of light 
now being born unto the soul, 
which is due to i  greater intake 
of the Breath, a dynamic 
Atomic mind is being brought 
into birth by the soul who has 
courage to do so. This prepares 
the soul for ascension, there
fore will explain what dynamic 
birth Mcrope has brought into 
the World, which explains the 
changes now taking place.

Thus Gargantua for the 
time win feeling very keenly

the change-over, hence from 
now onwards, we begin the 
unfoldment of Pantagruel, he 
of giant growth. All this being 
due to the vast amount of 
“wine" partaken by Grangous- 
ier, who ever represents the 
unfolding soul growth, but 
who becomes of the influences 
being bom from his mind 
unfoldment. But the soul had 
imbibed so much knowledge,

there a tsiwa when it had
So n td i  its climax, and Ids a 
mountain, it bum  forth into
a  volcano.

PantagruePs Childhood
m o  read the description In the
1  Book of Rabelak* regard
ing the Infancy of Pantagrwel, 
could be most confusing, for It 
hosers between the Myths and 
human dcslrts. Apart front 
covering up his real intent, 
Rabelais in reality was using 
everyday earthy experiences, to 
explain of the offsprings un
foldment.

lie refen to Hercules slaying 
of the two serpents, and states 
that that was but little and 
weak, compared with Pan fa - 
gruel's mazing feats. This of

course, would be the conscious 
mind mastering of the elements 
and bringing the Fire from the 
heights into being.

On another occasion, he 
declares the child supped the 
milk of four thousand six 
hundred cows, and devoured of 
an enormous amount of food, 

(See plate on this pane) 
which would be the wealth

supplied by fhr InsIsiM  crea
tion of the anal. Therefore, 
only ob# versed In occult as* 
preudos, would he able to 
follow iht irmd of Rabelais' 
thoughts. Vet the very depth of 
Alchemy, and the growth and 
unfoldment of the soul 
genealogy.

Therefore it must be men 
quite dearly of how the new 
offspring held the efiaraefen* 
tics of the grand sire, fo r  he 
was to ravenous I or food, he 
started eating up one of the 
tows, and with such relish, 
that he could have swallowed 
the bones whole.

This is where Rabelais use* 
such expression, as to describe 
the expansive action of Hi> 
works, apart from the growth 
being made by the soul in the 
dissertation. While the Master 
uses expansive Abstract Words 
to express the elevation being 
put into operation, which 
elevates the soul up onto the 
Abstract Mind Plane.

Hence, what is considered a 
satire in Rabelais* creation, in 
reality is a means to an expan
sive dissertation, to convey the 
author** point. But since he 
was dealing with the alchemical 
adjustment of the genius, he 
failed to perceive the real 
assessment, that of the Spirit 
and mind fulfillment

It seems that the child was 
so forceful and strong in 
assumption, that where Samson 
was tied with hawser ropes by 
the Philistines, Gargantua held 
his son in his cradle by strong 
chains.

This really was giving over 
of the mighty depths arrived 
at, out of the soul's growth, 
whereby only in turning to 
Occultism, could such be man
ipulated. For if such had not 
been applied, Lucifer could 
have taken over and broken 
those chains, and used the 
wealth for wrong motives. As 
of Og, so was Pantagruel, a 
state so enormous, it had to 
be cut to size to fit into the 
cradle, which was specially 
made to hold his powerful 
character.

Perhaps by this, we can take 
a greater insight into the birth 
of Moses in the Bible, where 
the Egyptians hunted out the 
first-bom of the Israelites and 
killed them. But where the 
mother of Moses placed him 
in a pitched basket, and sent 
him forth on the Waters. 
Whereby he was found by the 
daughter of the ruling King of 
Egypt, who was believed to 
be Ramcses the First, and 
raised up as her own.

Thus Moses was raised up 
in all the arts of the Palace, 
and became as a son to the 
King. History declares that 
she wanted a son of her own, 
but it more clearly indicates 
that she was instructed by an 
Israelite, of whom she became 
as his feminine activator, 
bringing the Hebrew into a 
God-born teacher. For all the 
history in the Bible is created 
under a very similar trend as 
unto Rabelais.

The originator of the mind 
in the beginning is Joseph,

A FEAST OF WISDOM
THIS is a most explanatory picture of Gargantua encouraging 
■ Pantagruel to partake of the wealth of unfoldment. With all 
gathered around the table, a gathering of the Communistos 
intensity. Those that had been born from the soul endeavour, 
receiving of Gargantua's sumptuous meal, that would be the 
means of driving Pantagruel forth onto the Waters. (See text in 
col. 4).

1955 Universal Philosophy Lectures 1965 S
No. of Lectures & Title Price tad. P. & P. No. of Lectures & Tills Price tad. P. & P. No. of Lectures & Title Price tael. P. & P,
The Secret Doctrine 1955-59 U.S.A.
4 Introduction ... ... ... 9/- 1.35

18 The Egyptian Mysteries ... 40/- 6.00
22 The Journey through Alchemy 47/- 7.00
17 Unfoldment via the Testaments 37/- 5.35
36 The Wisdom of the Chakras via

The Hindu Pantheon ... 76/- 12.00
12 The Seeds of Beginning ... 26/- 4.00
17 The Saga of Atlantis and the

Dispersion ... ..............  37/- 535
2! The Quest of the Holy Grail 45/• 6.50
5 The Quest through the Mysteries 11/6 1.50

12 The Quest through the Maosorah 26/- 4.00
49 The Quest through Numerology 100/- 16.00

The Lore of Astrology 1960-62
Introduction7

4 Aries
6 Taurus
7 Gemini

10 Cancer
11 Leo
9 Virgo 
9 Libra 

18 Scorpio
10 Sagittarius 
13 Capricorn
9 Aquarius

11 Pisces

16/-
9/3
14/-
16/-
24/6
25/9
20/9
22/-
45/-
23/6
30/-
20/9
25/6

U.S.A.
2.35 
135 
2.00 
235 
330
3.70
3.00 
330 
630 
335 
430
3.00
3.70

The Mystery Legends of the Bible 1963
U.S.A.

20 Genesis ...
12 Exodus 
4 Leviticus 
1 Ruth
1 Song of Solomon
2 Job ...............
1 Jonah
1 Ifosea 

10 Samuel

40/-
28/-

2/3
2/3
4/6
2/3
2/3

22/6

7.00
4.20
M0
35
35
.70
35
35

3.50
•  Pleats nets that all the lacturas upon Samuel 
war# never delivered, end that, at the present 
time, we have only these listed above, available 
fer publication.
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who all through the Bible 
takes the main cycles of 
change, in his name being 
reborn onto another beginning 
with “J". Till finally Jesus is 
arrived at as the Husbandman, 
who is ready to become 
Christed. The only clue of 
Occultism is in Daniel, and 
there cleverly hidden.

This does not deny the fact 
that History has been used as 
periods of change, for as such 
was practiced by priests and 
prophets, as well as Kings 
holding their position by a 
super mind, acquired by their 
mastery over the elements.

This was understood a great 
deal more in those past Ages, 
which at certain periods in the 
Bible, is dimly revealed. Many 
aimed at the capturing of the 
Hebrews, but when we perceive 
of the prophets going into 
captivity, this was more as a 
status of bringing Divine Wis
dom to bear upon their Nation, 
putting them into captivity, 
until they could turn the Race 
over in reborn thought.

This is the work of Merope 
at the present moment, where 
the Truth of Theocracy is being 
infiltrated into the minds of the 
Human Race, that they can 
awaken to the Fired Mind 
Plane they now are living on. 
Then assume their ancient 
heritage of god-born beings, 
no longer in the dutches of the 
beast. That which they fell into 
in the Equinox of Cancer, and 
rose up as an animal state. I 
feel sure this wOl help a little 
more, regarding the Abstract 
article on the first pages of the 
Gazette.

Every Teacher has tried to 
accomplish the Great Work, 
and this Merope fulfilled by 
the aid of the Great Powers 
□sing her as the Scapegoat, 
that all men would be lifted 
up, regardless of their beliefs 
and desires. Thereby Hermes 
became the Great Intelligencia, 
and the Begotten Son of the 
Great Father. The Great 
MIND bom from the Heavens, 
that now as the Breath, is 
being emulated in the reborn 
creation of the human soul.

Rabelais in his comments 
upon Gargantua’s perplexity at 
the birth of his son and death 
of his wife, is most realistic. 
He states, “When Pantagruel 
was born, there was none 
more astonished and perplexed 
than his father G argantua; 
for, on the one side, seeing his 
wife Badebec dead, and on the 
other side his son Pantagruel 
bom, so fair and so great, he 
knew not what to say, nor 
what to do. And the doubt 
that troubled his brain, was to 
know whether he should cry 
for the death of his wife, or 
laugh for the joy of his son.”

Finally he turns to the son 
that is going to restore his 
fortune, and decides to look 
towards another wife. From a 
sense of life and its morals, 
this would appear very cruel 
and ruthless, but we are now 
dealing with the alchemy of 
rebirth, so Gargantua chose 
the right direction and began 
taking unto himself a new wife 
from the depths.

This could only be done by 
the Breath and the “Drip”, 
that the conscious mind would 
bring forth a new creation 
from the depths, who would

begin her weaving of a new
born creation. With her taking 
on of the Virgin, and then 
carrying her babe up to the 
heights, bringing new-found 
unfolded wealth into birth. 
While Pantagruel as the unfold
ing conscious mind, was now 
going to become the investi
gator and begin the road of 
ascension.

For as the conscious mind 
as the Warrior trod the Path 
of assimilation, would all be 
drawn back up to the heights. 
With Light filling the Thalamic 
Ganglion, turning the soul into 
a miniature Central Sun. 
Although Rabelais never came 
this far, it was only because 
he failed to make the Nep
tunian heights.

So for the moment we will 
keep to the lesser path of 
Alchemical unfoldment into 
expansion. For the Occult 
experiences to make even this 
journey, are the basic of the 
Greater Mysteries. Where one 
is to master the lesser Elements 
and the other, the Mighty 
Elements of Outer World 
Space.

The Path of Mastery

Th e r e f o r e  the infancy of
Pantagruel was one of 

great care and deep investiga
tion. onto the Path of Mastery. 
In his youthful age he was 
taught to use the cross-bow, 
whereby to shoot at small 
birds. This was of course, that 
of Divine Husbandry, where 
he was able to pierce the 
depths of Words, and bring 
them to the glory of Light. By 
assimilating their depths and 
extracting the magic of their 
internal wonder, and polarising 
up as the glory of Solar 
ascension, he brought unfold- 
ment to the Atom.

For some time he was 
primed in the studies and 
Chronicles of learned men, 
where he beheld yet greater 
depths than they had already 
perceived. But as he grew 
older, he travelled abroad even 
unto down South, which would 
mean, a greater extraction from 
the Breath, which entailed the 
blending up of depths and 
heights.

(See plate on this page) 
Now we come to where our 

depth of Belief, will carry us 
into the realms of percept^y 
acceptance, for the travelling 
from town to town, is a des
cription of what was found in 
the unfolding personality states 
from the depths. So we now 
find him going to Montpellier, 
which indicates expansion, 
brought about by his own rapid 
acceptance, where he in the 
past had made good growth. 
Here he met with the good 
wives of Mirevaux, who held 
the secret Mysteries of the 
depths.

Since all of the Alchemical 
dissertation takes place within 
one's-self, these feminine de
lights would be the negative 
states of the soul, that would 
advise him on the study of 
herbs and physic, as well as the 
mystery of his heritage. This 
would be the Cancer depths 
of the soul, where the heights 
would choose of a new wife, 
when the other had finished 
her service.

This would be seen in the 
Bible, of a king having a

number of wives, attending 
him with advice and new ideas. 
But greater still in the story of 
Isaac and Rebecca, and how 
she comes forth with mighty 
wealth, including bracelets up
on her arms. Then the Queen 
of Sheba coming up from 
down South, with wealth equal 
to a king’s ransom. She 
coming from Ethiopia, where 
it was rumoured that she 
brought forth of a child. Is 
it possible that this was the 
beginning of the bloody kings 
of Ahab, that wreaked disaster 
upon the History of time ?

Therefore, this again is now 
seen in the life of Pantagruel, 
where he was seeking to find 
another wife, thus increasing

his studies to do so. Now in 
his searching for wisdom, he 
came to Avignon, but he had 
not been there above three 
days, when he fell in love 
with the easy going desires 
roaming abroad. Which nat
urally would be an ancient 
state of the soul, that had to 
be given its mortuary meal. 
Then he departed from thence 
and in three strides and one 
leap came to Angiers.

It was obvious this was his 
mind making rapid expansion, 
as the alchemicalisation within 
his unfolding growth. Thus 
making rapid leaps and 
bounds, all the while bringing 
changes and rebirth, with the 
conscious mind becoming 
awakened, by the light that was 
beginning to come forth in his 
speech of unfolding enlighten
ment.

From there he went to

Bourges. where he came upon 
a more bourgeois class, 
appertaining again to an old 
personality state of the soul. 
Then on to Orleans, where he 
found a store of swaggering 
scholars, and began his deeper 
studies. This travelling must be 
seen as the movement of pro
pulsion of the mind, moving 
through the whole universe of 
the soul. Where the unfolding 
consciousness is priming every 
city of the gods, with new and 
awakening belief.

At the same time, the 
Etheric is filling the gods of 
the mind, they residing above 
the Arc, with a Preambulance 
of the ever unfolding thoughts. 
With the conscious mind

wrestling with the lower, as the 
Spiritus Air rises up the spinal 
column, from Prana to Prana 
or Chakra to Chakra. Then 
filling the nervous system with 
the elevated frequency, driving 
the unfolding accumulating 
Electrolysis of Light, up to the 
heights.

In Orleans, the royal town 
of the Law, be came to the 
university, where he was taught 
to dance and play tennis. This 
was the great and deeper 
thought now being advised 
unto him, by the motivation of 
Divine Husbandry.

It would be the soul awaken
ing in its consciousness to the 
deeper message of the Word 
and the Breath, by the gods in 
his heights sending down their 
enlightening “drip”. While the 
Arc was slowly becoming filled

with light, as the consciousness 
made Sts preambulance. The 
dance refers to the Le Ros 
Dance up and down the spinal 
column, as the Boll drives and 
tries to capture the Fiery Seed 
from the month of the serpent.

From here Pantagruel makes 
his way to  Paris, where be now 
takes on the real true depths of 
his studies, for all this had 
been taking place in (he depths 
of the sooL where all ancient 
states and old ideas had been 
receiving of rebirth, through 
the unity of Outer World 
Space. Thus raising the heights 
up higher and higher into a 
Mighty Flame of the Mind, 
with the Arc becoming more 
and more over-shadowed with 
the glory of the unfolding 
Gods in the heights.

It is in this transformation 
that expansion is sent up to 
the house in the heights, and 
polarised up to the Mystery of 
the Commissure. Therefore the 
fourth would be sending 
wealth up to the tenth, as 
depths and heights becoming 
unified, with the ONEncss go
ing up to the heavens of the 
soul, when realisation brought 
acceptance. Hence by this, all 
of the lower states would even
tually be drawn back to the 
Commissure or Thalamic gang
lion, as completely blended 
light.

Here we perceive of how 
Pantagruel was learning to 
take on the unfolded growth 
of the Hierophant, he carrying 
light into the darkness, and 
transforming the darkness into 
light But to be able to gather 
in of all this secret wisdom 
from the satire of Rabelais, 
would be very difficult unless 
you were versed in Occultism. 
For his multiplicity o f state
ments is highly confusing, and 
only by the illustrations would 
a layman be able to follow his 
trend of thought

Pantagruel’s studies while in 
Paris, were mixed and numer
ous, meeting many divers states 
of belief, mixed and volumin
ous in their characterisation. 
Here we get the first clue of 
Rabelais intimating of the 
depths o f the soul growth, for 
Pantagruel was informed at 
the university, of a huge bell 
that was under the ground at 
S t Anian, in the town of 
Orleans. That which had been 
there for 214 years, and no 
device could get it above 
ground.

So Pantagruel was deter
mined to remove it to the 
tower that was erected for i t  
Whereupon he came to the 
place, and lifted it out of the 
ground with his little finger. 
But before he could carry it 
to the aforesaid tower, he 
would needs make some music 
with i t  by ringing it all along 
the streets.

In doing this, all the good 
Orleans wine turned instantly 
and waxed flat and was spoil
ed. ' This clearly indicates of 
ancient wealth being risen up 
from the depths, causing the 
old states to fall flat in the 
change, and having to wait to 
be cleared and risen up by 
alchemicalisation.

The return of Pantagruel to 
Paris, caused as much dismay ; 
for these being sottish by

Concluded on page 13

ACADEMICAL CONFUSION
T H IS Plate most volubly exposes the dynamic evil of old 
1 academical wisdom, where knowledge born from old befuddled 
personalities is still being used as the means of raising up the 
future. Where any attempt on the part of a genius to bring forth 
of new-born thought, is rudely demolished, leaving the soul 
‘stoned* and truncated. Hence the reason for the descent of the 
Hierarchs, as Atoms of thought-light, that man can be incited 
into new-born belief. (See text in col. 2).

1950 Universal Philosophy Lectures 1955
* • # # + *

Introductory 1950*51 Price Incl. Postage
4 x Tha Path of Service ... ... 5/-
3 x Tha W isdom of tha Innar Saif 3/9
4 x Introduction to  Astrology ... 5/-
3 x T raa of Llfa ... 3/9
3 x Saar and Prophat ... 3/9
7 x Haavanly Laws ... ... 8/9
3 x Eastertide ... ... ... 3/9

80C
60c
80C
60C
60c

51.40C
60C

Elementary 1951*52 
3 x Initiation 
6 x Relncarnation 
3 x Spiritual M arriage 
6 x Creation 
9 x Healing 
11 x Mediumshlp 
11 x Astrology (pt. I)
13 x Astrology (pt. 2)

27/- 
33/- 
49 6 
33/- 
18 -

S.U .P.IL , LONDON , IF.0., U.K. (T e l:  01.937 0377)

History of Evolution 1952*55
18 x Through th e  BIblo ...
22 x Through tha  G rea t Initiates 
33 x Through tha  Dark Ages 
22 x Through tha  Reformation ...
12 x Through Democracy 
61 x Through Physics A Metaphysics 
25 x Tha Lesser 6 Higher M ysteries 

• These Lectures are sub divided lots feur groups :
MS Man and Mataphyslce 19/6. $3.25. 14-26 Initiations thru tha Pyramid

26-36 Tha Natural Laws 16/9, $2.76. 37-61 The Wisdom of tha Spharas
SO O N

e Incl, Postage
3/9 60c
7/6 51.20C
3/9 60c
7/6 51.20c

11/3 51.80c
13/9 52.20c
13/9 52.20c
16/3 52.60c

Price Incl. Postage
$4S0c
55.50c
58.25c
55.50c
53.00c

37 6 56.25c

18/-.
$7/6.

$3.66.
$ t a .
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Reminiscences T h e  M y s te r y  o f  th e  R o y a l “ D r ip "
T1HIS m o n t h , a p a r t  f r o m  a  REQUEST, I AM

seeking to bring a  simplified explanation of the soul 
Divine Hermeneutics. Thereby help the many, whom 1 

know are struggling in the outside World vibrations, to master 
Divine Wisdom and rise up above the present Chaos, and find 
the Royal LIGHT of the Divine mind unfoldraent. Therefore, 
do try to pursue this depth with persistency, for unfoldmcnt 
will never come to the conscious mind, only by the inflowing 
creation of the mysterious Drip, set into motion by the 
questing soul. First try to perceive of how A e  soul is only 
consistent of V ibration^brought into birth by the Holy Fires 
of Outer World Spacdrthrough the agency of the Breath^Tbe 

flesh being the form densification of these vibrations that had sunk into the depths, and the 
cause of the soul’s captivity in matter.

But by these teachings bringing of frequency to  the vascular nervous system by the conscious 
mind sensitivity, the soul will live more in its ethcric internal soul creation, and not by the 
density of physical desire. For when the soul leaves the schooling ground of matter, he will be 
of nothing else, but that of the etheric soul creation. If this remains as animal mind 
consistency, the soul will ever remain earth-bound and of no state of continuity. But if the 
mind becomes of Abstract Divine Theocratic mind consistency, then it will rise up onto Planes 
of Light, quite possibly o f royal mind continuity.

Fellowship, the Galacdcal gods 
o f the soul. They who feed the 
soul with wisdom, born from 
the etheric body and the in
coming Breath being alchemi- 
calised into Spiritus Air.

Therefore, for them to send 
down a “Drip” o f greater 
wisdom to awaken the con
scious mind into greater un- 
foldment, wisdom of more 
intense Etheric infusion must 
be given to enlighten the gods, 
in their interpenetration o f the 
etheric light in the soul’s 
depths. That which is nearer to 
the Divine Hermeneutics that 
the Higher Powers are sending 
forth, and which becomes as 
the Diapasonic inflow as the 
Rhythm of the Spheres.

THE CHARIO T OF FIRE
A S  the Inflowing Fire besieged his soul, new wonders fledged his mind, and truth born from the 
** Solar Glory, filled his chariot with Fire. Thus he octaviafly rose, like a Bird on the w ing, with 
Divinity following in the wake, as a crescendo of unlimited Divine inspired M anifestation. (See text

Symbolism of the 
Scriptures

ONLY by the Divine Ether 
M IND, that of the Solar- 

Galactical, can continuity be 
established: if only of the 
Animal self-preservation, that 
of Saturn and lunar, eventually 
the latter will wither away in 
the Astral and the Atom return 
to the Constellational Heights, 
from whence it descended into 
the depths.

The fact that mighty Nations 
of the past have been Son 
worshippers, alone depicts the 
depths of this dynamic truth. 
Then religion turned it into a 
Deity, known by the Hebrews 
as the mighty Elohim, the EL 
Powers of the Heights. This is 
the original source which 
branched out from Egypt as 
the wealth of Thebes. Which in 
the present unfoldment is the 
Falx Cerebri, between the two 
Hemispheres of the Brain.

1. Scalp. 2. Fascia. 3. Perios
teum. 4. Skull. 6. Dura 
Matsr. 6. Arachnoid Mater.
7. Subarachnoid space. I . Pia 
Mater. 9. Gray Matter. 
10. Superior Longitudinal 
Sinus. 11. Corpus Callosum. 
12. Falx Cerebri.
By evolution, the body has 

been given rebound, and other 
states have taken over, there* 
fore this would be the root of 
the knowledge, which the soul 
now must blossom into expan
sive light. Thebes is the Scrip
tural History of Moses, he who 
w as a Prince that turned to the 
Hebrew wealth, and then led 
them forth into an Exodus of 
new I hoocratic belief. Proving 
that Theocracy is born within 
man himself, as the foundation 
of Spiritual belief.

on page 9, cot. 2).

the Etheric creation of the 
Earth. Thus the Etheric Desire 
Body of the World, that only 
became the desire body of the 
soul. What should have then 
become the Mind stimulus to 
raise the soul up onto the Plane 
of MIND, intensified the Water 
Plane into a greater density of 
lunar desire. With man ever 
seeking to build up a Deity 
through religion, to try and 
find protection against his own 
animal states.

He had lost the wisdom that 
GOD could only be born 
within, by the soul assimilating 
the Mighty Unseen wealth 
from the Heavens, and the 
internal nucleus of FIRE be
coming ONE with the soul 
vibration, and GOD manifest
ing through the density of 
form. That is the only way this 
Mighty Elevated Vibronic 
Glory could come into the 
density of fallen morals and 
desires.

This is the major work of the 
Hierarchial Powers, stripping 
man of false erroneous ideas, 
brought about by Religion. It 
was only when the Scapegoat 
became the channel for the 
Greater Laws to be established, 
through the Hydrogen inflow
ing Fiery Breath, that man be
gan to think and break away.

That which has now brought 
the Solar Abstract Mind Plane 
into birth, with every soul 
being raised up by that inflow 
feeding their etheric, and all 
living on their Mind Plane, 
the palatial creation of the 
soul. When their conscious 
mind awakens to this dynamic 
Truth, the soul will be ready 
to stride forth and begin the 
true journey of life.

This wisdom Is not new 
but that already known by the 
soul’s Solar-G alactical god 
consistency of the Brain, the 
Round Table of Celestial

That which can only be 
understood by the soul, in its 
true elevated state, by raising 
up its own frequency by sensi
tivity . This one does by diet 
and belief, that the animal be
comes stripped away, leaving 
the soul in its true original god 
state. For the desire body is 
the animal, which man has 
assumed to find com fort and 
sophistication, to  cover up the 
internal sub-conscious disgust 
of his fallen state.

So now I am going to try 
and make an intermediary ex
planation of the wisdom, 
without taking away its Divine 
acoustics. Although it may be 
a little out of your range, do 
not give up until the end, then 
try again and I am sure many 
of you will find enlightenment 
before very long.

The key of this started more 
comprehensively in the Books 
o f Samuel, where Occult wis
dom is most profound. But it 
must be seen in the light of 
Occult metaphysical truth, for 
its dynamic depth to be reveal
ed. For these arc Scriptural 
legends o f a most profound 
nature, that of mind growth, 
although History as Time was 
the instructor, and Etheric 
Breath the creator.

The Shield of 
Divine Protection

IN this creation we must 
perceive Saul as the red 

animal fire, that o f the Animal 
mind, that was to create a 
crown of intelligencia in the 
gods that were trying to rise 
up as man, that which would 
become as the etheric or sub
conscious state. M an had lost 
the original state o f spirit per
ception, where he was one with 
Shamash, the original Nebula 
nucleus.

The story of the Scripture 
continues with David, the un
folding mind, found by Samuel 
the Prophet, through his 
awakened Pineal, stirring the 
Jesse’s rod of his Pineal, to 
give forth o f Quintessence, that 
of the “eighth”, out o f his 
Seven Chakras. Thus give birth 
to a  new causationary Stream 
of thought, that was to bring 
new life and creation to  the 
stagnating Race.

All these states o f the past 
are the roots that now must be 
blossomed into LIG H T and 
sent back up to  the heights. 
This can only be done by Wis
dom of a greater consistency 
being given to  the Mind gods 
in control o f the soul. These 
are the personalities that Kali 
treads in, which some of you 
call guides or helpers, until you 
are able to become attached to 
the Central Sun, through a 
Master's Guidance.

So we will start off with the 
understanding o f how an 
Abstract mind is an Atomic 
mind, a  complete creation of 
all that has been, by heights 
and depths blended in the soul’s 
own creation. That is. Breath 
and etheric united, with wisdom 
being born to  the gods in the 
heights, through the Solar- 
Galactical infusion, thereby 
bringing consciousness to the 
soul, through the experiences of 
life.

Then becoming fully Pitch- 
blended by the Pluto infusion 
of Helium FIR E, extracted by 
the soul in its expanded con
scious belief, from the Breath. 
It is this that eventually makes 
the soul invulnerable, and in 
time even becomes as Divine 
anointment, where Divinity, 
the inborn Holy Fire, becomes 
ever the Royal Shield and 
Protection, as the Promise 
made unto Abraham.

This was, and still is. the 
Source that feeds the soul with 
LIG H T, even unto an erron
eous direction, where it be
comes the soul’s own purge, 
until it either cries for mercy, 
o r is killed by the “sword” of 
its own directed infusion. (1 
Sam. 31 v 4). Therefore Saul 
the red lire, took a sword and 
fell upon it, whereby he and 
his three sons died into the 
U G H ! ' of reborn constitution

77m Hebraic religion has 
(he foundation of much truth, 
having come out of the depths 
of the Egyptian, and that out 
of the memory of the Prc- 
Protoplasmic state, that of the 
Anthropomorphic Egg creation 
of the gods. Ohs religion 
would have stood man in much 
good lUadt if Rome n  Roman 
Catholicism had not put. a 
decreed Configurational form* 
ad Belief into a conformed 
copulation a* an H istorical fact

W hat took place in A D  37 
was the descent of the Fiery 
inflow o f C'on tig um ti on a I 
Inauguration , which becam e

Man sub-consciousi y knew 
this, so he placed a Deity upon 
a cross, that he could work 
out, by Vicarious Atonement, 
man's misdemeanours. Little 
knowing that man was really 
placing himself on that cross, 
when once the return of Rela
tivity look over, and someone 
would act ah a Sea pic goal to 
outspin him.

Out of all the mighty past, 
religion took over, with all the 
turmoil of the Black Age* 
between Occult truths and 
religion, stoning the mind and 
freedom of man, which he has 
never really been freed from.

★  of growth.
*

Portrait Drawing |
Gladys /• Spearman-Cook J

by London Artist JULIET PANNETT 2

Editor offers to (ill readers this personal link  J  
between them and the Principal of The School * 
of Universal Philosophy and Healing. .4 special ♦ 
mounted photograph 8” >< 6* of this drawing w jt 
offered to all readers, price 50 p or $2.50 J
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lL j§ Is I k  Irissc  of F k t, 
with the soul in the centre ns 
the Alarn, •  rtceithig the 
gfostb 0  the Mind becoming 
ailed with Light Thus David 
vt ho became king, s  ** the 
mind growth bringing into 
birth Solomon, the too of the 
Sun. By the effort of David and 
the intention of (he Plan, be 
should have become Christ ed, 
but mm the Jed id ah Period, only 
brought occult knowledge and 
phenomenal experiences into 
being. Mighty in their mystical 
wonders, but be w it to  have 
been the outcome of Genets 
and Exodus, in the Q uitted  
status of Jacob's Manaheim 
inauguration.

Instead, the “bloody" sons 
of Ahab came into birth, and 
all had to wait until Relativity. 
This was the halfway of the 
Cycle, where the growth was to 
return back unto the full, or 
turn downwards into another 
fissure forming in the brain. 
This would have lost the Seed, 
and man become a robot, or 
perhaps a computer operator.

It is the FIRE Triune that
the Plutocratic destiny of a 

Vega Atcmic Pube conscious 
Divinity coming into birth. For 
it is obvious, that from the 
period of Samuel, when Solo* 
mon only brought Occultism 
into birth, that all Spiritual in* 
flow stopped and soul merely 
created constitutionally.

Therefore, after having en
dured the Protonic stimulus 
inflow' of the inauguration of 
1970, as the FACE to FACE 
enceinte conscious Thcocratic 
Divine inflow, awareness must 
now start to take place. This 
was the turn of Relativity, 
where the FACE met its corres
ponding FACE in the upward 
turn. Ever a state of source to 
Source, all the way up to 
completion; this was unifica
tion and molecularisation, that 
rose the soul up the Planes, his 
Chakras, and brought soul up 
onto the Mind Plane, through 
the interblended vocabulary or 
Word.

This is how we perceive 
how Destiny is the operator of 
all Seed Hermeneutics, the 
Seed now becoming of Solar 
solicitude, that of profound 
Atomic stimulated Outer Space 
Unction. That of the Grand 
Mao, now becoming as the 
soul's conscious Etheric 
LIGHT.

This is where that of the 
Universal established Glory, 
the LIGHT of the Solar mag
nitude, radiates its profusivc 
fulfilled unfolding Continuity 
in the soul growth. That of 
spirit-mind creation becoming 
the established glory of a 
Divinity-born soul.

Diathermic Heat
rp H lS  now dearly shows of 
X  man's relationship with 
Divinity, for the Etheric 
LIGHT of the Universe is 
equal to the etheric light of 
the soul. That which in being 
brought into contact, by the 
**drip’\  with Diathermic heat 
from out of the Breath, will by 
human alchemicalisation, be
come transmuted into the glory 
of spiritus air, the dynamic 
might of the reborn mind.

This holds the nucleus of the 
Fire, which in its mysterious 
intensity, holds the secret of 
Divinity, the FIRE within the 
Fire. This is where we must 
give some deeper thought to 
this mighty wisdom of Dia
thermic heat, which is in the 
Chromospheric Light Waves, 
as the Diathermic transmitter of 
the Solar Rays. They which 
germinate by alchemicalisation 
that of the Seed within the soul 
unfoldment.

That which gives birth to 
royal sensitivity via the Holy 
Fire, and has correlation with 
Neptune. For now, the Breath 
in Divine Frequency, is of the 
Atomic Genus, the inter- 
palatial glory of the Winged 
Central Sun of Divine Blood

growth. This ** *bc
’drip" of d *  Diathermic 

acoustics, with Bull ax the 
Diathermic Ball. who ploughs 
and drives if* ct* no< *n *he 
height*.

/ f . .  nlutr OAI fHl£( A/
Therefore, the Bull as Taurus 

in your Divine Lc'lowvh*P up in 
your heights, *  :,rt

you through ignorance, betray
ing him and holding him down 
to the depths, so that he belies 
the Seed that he receives from 
Scorpio.

This is the true comprehen
sion of Phallic worship, not as 
a false worship of the fire, but 
as the true recognition of the 
Holy Fire, that brings the 
Neptunian Mind into birth, 
that of the Abstract Mind of 
Holy Belief.

This is where the Plates of 
Rabelais must be seen in their 
true light, for he was, in 
Reality, referring to the Fire 
that builds up of the mind, and 
which man so rudely ravages. 
There is a vast difference 
between true Phallic worship 
and pornography, thus comes 
down to, “he of the pure mind, 
sees with the royal vision of 
Divinity.*’

Therefore, all must be seen 
as the true Royal Breath, as

(he n f i ;vr*d D iv in e  cnovso u s *
of

Plutocro(if Presence. T h e
m ieh iv Divine Rojnlty o f

filledSolar-Gidsdicsl infusion.
with the* Glory of the liitd li*

ic n c u Thus the soul h scum*

iQ# Out o f the ascending JPuhe.
the soul >.g-n the henvcn ly

heights. horn of IHeocritic

H a r m o n i o u s  concentrated 
Rhythm, with its intensity as 
the Vega pulsating Plutocratic 
Holy Presence.

Therefore becomes as an all- 
prevailing aspirational Divine 
soul, working with the Divine 
Causation, for he has mastered 
his Etheric Will, and become 
filled with the Glory of the 
Divine Hierarchial Intelligence. 
Thereby proving that Vega is 
the etheric body, waiting to be
come the conscious mind 
existence.

(Sec plate above)
Hence the mighty interblend

ed Glory of the Universe, mak
ing man an entire replica of the 
Grand Man, with the Atomic 
Space, as the Arc ever chang
ing its Divine Phenomenal 
Glory, becoming the Theo
cratic Brilliance of the Etheric 
Divine consciousness. Whereby, 
sensitivity becomes, via the 
Breath, tile Theocratic depths 
of Divine intuitional Atomic 
gestation.

This is the mighty mystery of 
Hermeneutic Dynamics, the 
Royal acoustics of the Heav
ens, which is clothing man with 
the Royal Garments of the 
mind. Here is where the Light 
of Phenomenal Pure Divine 
Hermeneutics, ever brings the 
evolutionary changes in man.

Whereby the Atomic Arc 
Prevalence, that of Merope's

Straggle, k  *t* rmuhh I)h #nt 
util urncc and k e s w  (be 
Ptm arlc Point of thr full Thro* 
erotic drpfhv. through the Vir
gin's v M r TWocrolk Atomic 
pulsation. By the wanting of 
the Vrout activation in nil 
souU, II become* of the pre- 
tailing Arc in the human m in d .

the sparking Corpus Callosum. 
With the Commissure, as the 
NORM Brilliance, becoming 
the Thalamic ganglion of mind 
consciousness.

Hence pulsation, as vagrant 
back and forth inflow, that of 
the afferent and efferent of the 
spine, is the Breath acoustics of 
the Chakras, through Divine 
Virgin inflow. That of the 
Master’s Theocratic MIND 
momentum, which is the 
Atomic Arc Prevalence of a 
reverbrating Royal Light of the 
mind.

Ib is  is the cosmic conquista- 
dorac or warrior searching for 
truth, as a virgin Atomic mind 
consciousness. That awaiting 
the Etheric Divine unfolding 
depths of the Vega cosmic 
conscious Reality, to become 
the royal perception of mind 
awareness. He now, as the 
Divine Patriarch, going forth 
to seek into the wherewithal of 
royal Divine cosmic initiation, 
whereby he learns to master 
the Outer Space Elements, 
gaining in vibration and fre
quency, through his own div
ine assimilated sensitivity.

By this, the Atomic sensitiv
ity becomes the Voice of Div
ine Hermeneutics, and maybe 
the Voice of Divinity. Thereby 
becoming the waveband depths 
of the Pleiadic sensitised Virgin 
virility. The mighty activity of 
the Virgo participle, after she 
transforms from the harlot into

the Virgm sntuittvr m ind 
All ikk  taking place, ns the 

Protonic wealth of the Thct> 
ertbe Divine Mercury unfold* 
meat i t t i  tbs M gitnv  femnunt 
depth* ink) full action, and the 
soul treads it into the depth* 
of active life. For Mercury 1% 
the Theocratic I gg statu* of the

That which brings forth out 
of the embryo of the mind, 
new beliefs, through the ever 
rising sperming Fire from the 
depth*. Tin- embryo that is 
ever giving forth by growth 
returning unto itaei/. that of the 
reverberating infinity. Thus the 
man who makes no expansion, 
and never seeks to give, is the 
sou! who never rroerve* from 
that mystical Egg of conscious 
unfoldment. and finds himself 
ever m a state o f blindness.

Through the Soiir*O itictluJ 
inflowing Breath, the Solar as 
tho Divine Intelltgcncia, be* 
comes the Prototype of the 
immaculate profound depth* of 
the Vega-Mercurial Belief, 
formed by the mind Which in 
turn, in being Mended with the 
out-drawn emetic, becomes the 
Atomic sens if ised T  heocratic 
Thebes reveal men I. That which 
becomes the Writing on the 
Wall of the conscious berms- 
phcrc of the brain.

This being the original 
Prototype foundation, although 
much existed before, and now 
risen up by unfolding growth 
that has never been blossomed. 
Vet where wonders untold arc 
still the internal depths of the 
sanguinity of the blood, that 
Mer ope is now polarising, 
through her Royal Cosmic pre
ambulance of the Heavenly 
Vaults. This is the Divine 
replica that takes place in the 
soul, which has correlation with 
the Cosmic Mighty Dynamics 
of the Universe.

Atomic Arc 
Consciousness

/T1HIS is where the celestial 
X gods, now transformed 
from the zodiacal, became bom 
within the soul as Atomic 
vibrational creations of the 
auric brain consistency, and 
where their Planetary vibra
tions have correlation with the 
Chakras. They who are ever 
waiting for the soul as con
scious mind endeavour, to be
come expanded into greater 
perception by these inflowing 
heavenly acoustics. Thereby 
bringing the soul under the 
complete guidance of Uranus, 
Neptune and Pluto.

This is where the work of 
Merope, the Christed Scape
goat, has brought revolution 
to the whole of the Cosmic 
Universe. For by redeeming 
the Cosmic Laws, she has 
brought down to the depths re
born Ether unfoldment, that 
now is feeding the soul's 
etheric with Heliumised- 
Hydrogcn LIGHT.

Therefore, by continual per
sistency, the gods of the mind 
have become reborn, and arc 
ever sending down to the 
depths the greater formed 
“drip" to awaken the conscious 
mind into Divine Perception. 
That as the reborn god the soul 
can go forth as the Divine 
Patriarch, the father of reborn 
Human unfolded creation. 
While woman becomes wedded 
to  Divinity through the fully 
fledged Thalami, and speaks 
with the Voice of Divine 
Truth. She becoming as Kwan 
Yin, the Divine Virgin.

Thereby mm all becomes of 
the fully Lighted Commissure 
Thalamic ganglion accumula
tion of the mind, the Atomic 
Arc now in inier-conjuction, 
moves the enceinte depths of 
the soul into awakenmeni. This 
brings Theocratic husbandry 
into action, revealing the 
depths of the etheric Virgin

C ontinued on p a g e  10

THE NEW WORLD

THUS I John, the now awakened husbandman, perceived a new heaven and a new earth ; a 
reborn creation of my old demented self. And I heard a Voice say, “ God is within all men. Thus 

listen unto My Voice, and I will be thy mind, the Glory of thy Contlnulty.“ Hence the World of 
Vega, born out of man's true-born Passional Belief. (See text in col. 3).
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Reminiscences
C ontinued  from  page 9

mind Phenomena. That which 
has never been set into action 
before, and is but the Proto
type roots of the ancient past.

Thus ail, as enceinte Theo
cratic pre-thought, becomes 
active momentum of Central 
Sun Divine levitation. Thereby 
declaring that Theocracy is 
really created in man himself, 
who now elevates it up into 
Divine creative beliefs. Hence 
man awakened out of the mag
netic inertia and lifted up onto 
the Abstract Mind Plane, 
through these teachings feeding 
the internal Galactical Fellow
ship, with Abstract reborn 
ideas.

Now having laid the wisdom 
of the “drip”, I wonder how 
many would be able to fathom 
of this intensity, as the Atomic 
wholeness of the Central Sun 
to central sun, royal Chromo- 
lithic Divine amplitude, of 
Supreme Virgin creation.

A soul who has awakened 
out of the density of matter, 
and perceived the Atomic 
spiralling passage of Pubescent 
Protoplasmic sensitised Desires 
and created an infinity, by the 
previous wisdom becoming a 
complete reverberating revolu
tion, ever in a state of unfold
ing expansion. Where the pro
found rebirth is a complete 
rebound of the heavens, in the 
soul's Divine preambulance. 
With the soul spinning up 
through his Neptunian Fires, 
unto a polarised electrolysised 
mind Glory.

For the exaltation accrued in 
searching mind belief, has 
caused him to transcend the 
whole of the Planes, and bring 
the Kingdom within to its 
entire Divine elevated Fulness. 
For the electrolysis now has 
taken on of Uranian magni
tude, and completely transvers- 
ed the whole of the soul's 
levitated being.

This is a soul that has made 
growth, now acquiring the 
status of a Pube, one who 
knows the value of his creative 
Waters. Therefore in Pube to 
Pube point of awakened con
scious continuity, of compre
hending profundity, becomes 
as the wholeness of ‘a god 
once again.

He has taken on of Atomic 
Seered Fatherhood, that of in
volved awakenment of Positive 
Scorpio conscious Desire. A 
full spiral of Divine intelligen- 
cia, where the consciousness is 
of profound royal corpuscular 
Divine intent

This is where what has only 
been as cosmic infiltration of 
the etheric as Light, now be

comes one with the conscious 
mind. For everything first be
comes of the etheric. so that 
every man is born of its pro
fundity. For this is where the 
gyratic profound Dyophysite 
Royal fluidic Desires, now 
become the Power of legitimate 
assumption, the soul becoming 
completely spun from negative 
to positive, with the Holy 
Intel! igencia manifesting the 
Royal profundity of the Seed 
within the soul's Fiery Water 
assumption.

Thereby it spinning up in a 
Divine Crescendo to the 
heights, in Royal mind mani
festation, with Divinity speak
ing through the audibility of 
the Voice. This is the Divine 
Focalisation of the Yods, where 
heights and depths are in com
plete synchronisation, through 
a causationary Stream going up

in aspiration, and returning 
S penned by reverberating in
finity. The soul listens, he 
hears and knows, as the Voice 
manifests through his vocal 
creation.

By this, he enters into the 
full depths of the Chromosome 
unfathomed Spheres, of the 
octavial Atomic Light continu
ity, now within the soul's 
blood-life. Whereby the soul as 
a Pube, in that of its Etheric 
Ego Brilliant Genius, now 
gives forth of its profound 
Etheric Theocratic unexplored 
wealth.

This is the internal mystery 
of the Diathermic heat, which 
brings about an internal com

bustion of unfolded mind light. 
For this Etheric Theocratic 
wealth, is the levitated pro
found Breath, of the Ego's 
golden sensitivity. That of an 
Atomic causationary sensitised 
Central Sun creation up in the 
soul's heights; the royal ful
fillment of all created Belief,

now a% a manifesting creation 
of UGHT.

For here is the Atomic com
plete Solar awakenment of 
Reality of Ego to EGO revolu
tion. Yet this h  but the fringe 
of all there be, but now mani
festing in a unified revolving 
celestial awareness. The soul 
having awakened to the inten
sity of the Breath he has been 
breathing, and become consis
tent thereof through the Word.

For all now is the ever 
revolving Fiery Light Dia- 
pasonic acoustics of the heav
ens. The ever revolving collec
tive infinity within the soul, 
and it spinning up and entering 
deeper and deeper into the 
Glory of mind LIGHT. For its 
intensity knows no ending, it 
ever being an everlasting infil
tration. into Vibronic quantity.

For the Seed is endless, and 
like the Coriander Seed, each 
particle is a Universe unto it
self. For every cell within the 
soul, is unto this Coriander 
Seed, complete within its own 
consistency.

Plutonic Glory

THIS now being the Periph
ery boundary, whereby all 

reverberates and sounds the 
new unfolding Divine pheno
menal acoustic depths. That of 
the unfolding eternal wave
band of Divine Dyophysite 
Breath, that which is ever re
born out of itself, into greater 
and deeper intensity.

For now by the vicarious 
atonement of the Scapegoat, a 
greater inflow of eternal infil
tration from the Source, now 
drives the already created 
depths, out of the stagnancy of 
its inertia. Thus setting a 
deeper and more intensified 
revolution into spinning activ
ity, for the Power of the Atom 
is in its etymological expanded 
Glory, that becomes as its 
FACE depths, in its accepted 
wisdom and belief.

(See plate on this page)
This is the mystery of Nep

tune, where what was created 
by the intake of the Elements, 
fell to the depths as the 
extreme negative, becoming of 
Neptunian fluidity. Thereby 
creating the Water Plane as a 
fluidic birth of multiplicity, 
that of the Cancer depths.

Here the Seed was nurtured 
by the intensity of the internal 
heat of Breath becoming as 
sex fire, to keep it engendered 
and germinating, until by Mer- 
ope bringing etymological 
belief she brought Divine ex
pansion. Whereby she spun all 
up into the Glory of Light, 
establishing new-born Laws, 
thereby returning Neptune unto 
its rightful status.

By this, there m i  uoiicd i  
Fiery Fluidity ut inflowing 
Ethers, v* h >ch she then spun up 
into an intensity of Mind, that 
of the Diapasocuc Royal 
Rhythmic inflowing Ether 
Glory. This openeo up the 
Aba tract Mind Plane, that now, 
aa a full Intelligence, can spin 
up the Watcn of any aenaitaed 
seeking soul, into a Divine 
Crescendo to the heavenly 
heights of the mind. Wbctcb\ 
ihere can manifest out of the 
intensity of the FIRE acceler
ated, the Divine revolving 
Glory of the Voice.

This in its Divine sublimity 
as the Focalisation of the Yods, 
manifests out of its internal 
intensity, the Divine Glory of 
GOD. For HE is the intensity 
of that internal Fiery LIFE 
spontaneity, that feeds the 
depths with revolutionary ex
pansion.

This is the Plutonic Glory 
that fell into fluidic multiplicity 
and became lost in the under
world, this becoming as the 
seminal waters, which in being 
raised up as Protonic Fiery 
etymological frichomng, brings 
into birth the mind belief as 
light electrolysis.

Thereby driving up the 
Planes 01 the spinal column, 
which will then, as a created 
belief, be Pitch-blended through 
the heart-beat, as the cstablisn- 
ed Glory of the mind. Thai 
which ever intensifies the 
established constitution of a 
fully known quantity of soul 
creation, into expanded mind 
Light

This is the Core to Core of 
the Central Sun infinity, of a 
Neptunian infusing Character
isation, of a virgin Divine 
unfolding momentum. That of 
a Pube awakening and forging 
a royal conscious Desire, for 
the soul now realises for the 
first time of created fulness, 
and seeks on a Path of Light, 
as a Star that has achieved the 
velocity of a central sun crea
tion.

This being an Eleusinian 
Reality, that which now has 
opened up the Ivory Doorway 
of Truth. Then in having un
folded this intensity of being, 
by so perceiving, comprehends 
more fully of the truth of 
Divine Phallic Altar Worship. 
Where the soul perceives the 
full truth of his own creation, 
which redeems the Fall he 
once made.

This is the Eleusinian Root 
which now can bring of pro
found audibility, by Diapasonic 
Vibronic Rhythm becoming 
sound. For here are the con
stant clairaudient depths, of a 
Divine Central Sun awaken
ment. That of a spiritual Ego's 
forged Brilliance of a mind 
conscious Belief, as the full 
Atomic Hermeneutic captiva
tion of the Breath, becoming 
Royal phenomenal Glory.

C o n c lu d e d  on  page 11

R E B O R N  B E R T H S

I IFE is ever a rebirth of its roots blossoming into reborn life, 
that as soul incarnates it can make a rebirth by causationary 

mind endeavour. Not a world of mistaken pleasure, but a new 
Plan of Opportunity, awaiting the soul's momentum of Belief. 
Thus where Cain destroyed Abel and separated himself from his 
Divine EGO, now a royal Pulsation of Holy Fired Mind Life, 
from Ego to EGO Atomic glorification. (See text in col. 4).

Astro log ica l Delineations

ASTROLOGY is the 'language of the Heavens’ and is the 
only true means whereby man can have explained to him 
the reason for ‘existence’ ; his purpose. Mundane astrology 

cannot help man to extricate himself from the chaos of earth life. 
By merely giving to him of his fortune, leaves him with the 
understanding that he is a victim of circumstances. Your astrolog
ical chart is intended to be used as a guiding wheel in your journey 
through life, indicating to you the reason for your present difficul
ties ; how you yourself have been responsible for them, and the 
particular lesson you have come back to learn whereby you can 
tread the path which you chose before you reincarnated.

Astrology, truly the Royal Science,—the “Royal Road” to 
freedom through “Man know Thyself’,—when interpreted correctly 
in the TRUE Esoteric method, demonstrates the spiritual, mental, 
emotional and earthly qualities of man. This correct method gives 
the full data for him to see the many complexes and contradictions 
in himself, of positive and negative make-up. Through the House

to House interpretation the initiate is given that unique and 
individual guidance that is truly Seership. True Esoteric Astrology 
inspires man and shows him the way to find his heart purpose, with 
every sentence as an individual inspiration to ‘go on’ and achieve 
what the soul is subconsciously desiring.

Mrs. Spearman-Cook spends much time in preparing each 
individual chart, which entails penetrating into the vibrations of 
your present life and also going back into the conditions of your 
past. Then, by linking with the present day wisdom of Universal 
Philosophy, she unfolds the possibilities, the potentials that lie 
within the chart, that they can be blossomed into the Atomic ful
ness of Spiritual Mind Growth. To the soul who is earnestly 
seeking, such a delineation would be invaluable and should be 
regarded as a basic necessity if the soul wishes to realise the 
fulfilment of its own Royal and Sacred Path of Cosmic Destiny.
IMPORTANT. Please note that all delineations will be by Tape Recording only 
on 5}" reels track one or 4" reels track 1 and 2 at 31 In/sec.

Price in England and abroad £7.35. Price in U.S.A. and Canada S25.00.
THE SCHOOL OF UNIVERSAL PHILOSOPHY AND HEALING. London, W.8. (Tel.: 01-937 0377)
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HERBAL MYSTERIES 
Part 48

WITCH H AZEL
(Hamamelis Virginica)

b y  D avid  S p earm an-C ook

Wc have selected this month a herb which is profoundly 
known for its exceptional powers of healing, for in the past 
it was extensively used for not only its healing power, but also 
for its mysterious Occult phenomenal depths. It was often used 
by many well known herbalists and Teachers, hence it has been 
well influenced with vibrations of a deep and powerful origin. 
Now that all vibrations arc of a rising effluvia, this herb Witch 
Hazel can at last be used upon many unhamionious states of 
sickness which were never approached before. This now being 
due to a very expansive rise of Witch Hazel’s individual 
accomplishments through this present period of Relativity 
rebirth.

It was extensively used dur
ing the time when Whooping 
Cough was very prevalent, and 
was rubbed upon the chest or 
back of sufferers at frequent 
periods during the night or day, 
with amazing results. Small 
twigs of Witch Hazel with their 
leaves attached, were placed in 
water and simmered until an 
infusion of an oily nature 
remained, which was then util
ised for the rubbing-in opera
tion. Many of the small twigs 
were left around the fire, where
by the smoke from the sap 
would be allowed to accumu
late, for the sufferer to inhale 
of its soothing healing effluvia.

Hence the lungs obviously 
seem to be the organs of the 
body which could have bene
fited through the early period 
of this herb's history. Ihcrefore 
mere can be no doubt that 
Witch Hazel can, when taken, 
assist the soul during this very 
expansive moment of the new 
downpouring Divine Breath. 
Thereby help one to rise up in 
frequency in harmonious 
accord, and partake of the up
rising New Virgin Breath. For 
it is commonly understood in 
Occult Circles that the lungs 
symbolically represent the sign 
of expansion.

The leaves can be used for 
this particular action, and the 
soul can quite freely crush a 
few leaves and infuse them in 
a small cup, whereby sufficient 
could be found in a draught 
such as this, for one to find 
relief.

This herb was at one time 
frequently used in the mysteri
ous Occult practices, which very 
often administered healing 
during any phenomenal occur
ence. There have been periods 
in history, where the North 
American Indians used the 
Witch Hazel for many of their 
spiritual phenomena seances, 
and brought forth much necess
ary information and strength 
through their tribal Chiefs.

Thus the women and children 
benefited from this strength 
which these Indian Braves 
could attract to themselves 
through their physical powers, 
and the added assistance of 
herbs such as Witch Hazel.

For here is the corpuscular 
depths of the whole range of 
Theological rebounding, re
sounding sensitised depths. 
That of the unrevealed har
monious acoustics of the Atom, 
now bringing the Great Divine 
Hermeneutics of Theocratic 
Neptunian quantum, Into Pub- 
atory inflnitisation.

Therefore, as the Orion 
Warrior caught the glory of 
the breeze, he captured the 
comprehension of the Word. 
But it was not until the White 
Homes of Neptune came roll
ing across the Waters in Divine 
Perception, that the Royal 
Glory spun up In a Divine

Witch Hazel was almost 
worshipped by the North 
American Indians, for they 
knew the power of its depths, 
'l hesc warriors would often 
flagellate themselves with the 
branches, during moments of 
fatigue or stressful moments of 
council tribal meetings, until 
they felt the benefit which they 
wholeheartedly believed could 
be obtained.

Hence the belief in the 
powers of herbs, and the blend
ing unity with the surrounding 
natural life, was sufficient for 
many of them to rather perish 
than be forced away from their 
source of natural Life.

Frequently the young Indian 
mother would sit patiently and 
chew a little Witch Hazel, in a 
peaceful selected spot, to 
strengthen herself before feed
ing her young Papoose, where
by the child was stimulated by 
the balanced and peaceful har
mony of the mother's natural 
milk. This is where the warrior 
managed to find extra courage 
at moments of dire stress, for 
he too would chew of this and 
feel an extra additional surge of 
enfused strength.

Much of this was born out 
of their simple belief, for as a 
race of truthful people, truth 
was their arrow of ascension, 
and none of them would dare 
to destroy the happy frequency 
of the Tribe by renegade 
activities. Hence the warriors 
then lived as free born souls in 
a community of a Communistos 
nature, for they were well- 
balanced through their simplic
ity of a blended contented 
mind.

It is common knowledge as 
to what happened to the North 
American Indian through the 
corruption of a non-Spiritually 
led government and greedy 
local officials, hence much of 
their wisdom has been lost. But 
what was known to them is still 
abound to assist all mankind, 
for the Breath contains all the 
powers of these Tribal beliefs, 
and all can now draw upon a 
Mighty Divine Fiery Channel 
of Divine unified Communistos 
Belief. That Created by the

Crescendo to the heavenly 
heights, thus manifesting the 
whole full Intelligencia, as the 
Divine Glory of GOD. Thus 
spinning the heavens complet
ely round from Solar into 
Divine Atomic, the Royal 
magnitude of LIGHT.

Now I would like to hear 
from some of you. as to 
whether this was helpful, for if 
you can assimilate, some time 
later on the internal unity will 
awaken the conscious unfold- 
nient, that once awakened will 
ever seek for more.

i p

now Queen of the Heavens, 
Merope.

Witch Hazel has for many 
centuries been used as a fine 
stimulating power, but it had 
never really reached its peak 
of perfected healing ability. 
Therefore as all things are now 
the powers of a transmuted 
Neptunian depths. Witch Hazel 
has, due to many simple prac
tices of powerful communities, 
risen up to a frequency of 
mind, far above many other 
known herbal creations.

Therefore it will now assist 
one to polarise their depths, 
with a greater mind clarifying 
attribute, since it was a fre
quency of power never really 
aborted by man to any large 
degree in the negative.

Witch Hazel is often used in 
its distilled state, and is very 
good for muscular disorders 
when it is massaged into the 
skin, thus it will administer 
relief to the affected parts of 
the disordered nervous system. 
It can be purchased very 
easily, and a supply of liquid 
Witch Hazel would be a very 
important addition to an initi
ate's supply of herbal medic
ines.

Approaching this herb from 
a deeper angle of Occult 
searching, we discover that it 
has often been used, as stated 
earlier, through the medium of 
the inhaling of its radiational 
powers of penetration. For 
herein lies its strength, and as 
such, was it so used to pene
trate many adverse states of 
dissention, upon many fields 
of earthy practice in days of 
lost past glory.

For in the right hands, it 
granted unto many the power 
of absolving much that a soul 
was engendering by magnetic 
thought propulsion. This was 
during periods through time 
before anything was truly po
larised by true spiritual Leaders 
such as Merope in her Masterly 
Cosmic Struggles.

To counteract those days of 
magnetic struggles, an abund
ant supply of Witch Hazel was 
cither kept growing or burning 
around the camps or com
pounds of the North American 
Indians* dwellings. This helped 
the populace to live in a form 
of Utopia of their own Belief; 
hence when all this power is 
polarised on a scale of Univer
sal Character, as performed by 
Merope, one can see in com
parison, a little more of the 
importance of a driving mind 
Belief, and its Dynamic accom
plishments.

Witch Hazel was often par
taken during the initiating rites 
of groups who were trying to 
bring Into birth the winged 
state of the mind. Hence 
Pegasus became as a power 
attached to this herbal heritage, 
which has given Witch Hazel 
its risen-up elevating phenom
enal rites. Therefore this herb 
could well be of benefit to souls 
suffering from a state of 
Schizophrenia.

By adding Chickwecd and 
Buchu to Witch Hazel, one can 
comfortably receive a very 
excellent stimulative for the 
eye muscles, for the eye 
muscles are constantly used at 
a terrific momentum, and now 
as the Holy Fires intensify 
their immensity, so will these 
muscles act with accelerated 
reverberating intensity, thereby 
causing much weariness around 
the eyes until these become 
adjusted.

Hence here with this triune 
of strength can the eyes find a 
welcome relief, as the Fires 
commence to change many 
inactivated frequentised areas 
around the optical ganglions, 
into new tissue tensilised 
strength of new mind atoning 
qualities.

When the equivalent of an 
uprisen state has been attained 
by the soul, it will be much 
easier to adopt a new state of 
active involvement of the 
Fires. This will apply to all 
souls, for now far greater

opportunity exists, whereby the 
herbal world lias access into 
many states of frequency, 
which arc vibronic sources of 
rising states, now capable to 
rise man's fires up in various 
degrees. Hence the name herbal 
husbandry is the Solar ladder 
of ascension, and a service to 
the Great Divine Vega Plan.

Since Witch Hazel has for a 
long time held a supremacy of 
herbal royalties, it now lias 
become a king amongst their 
field of creation. Therefore 
when in the future it is applied 
to other known herbs of a 
fiery nature, it will sufficiently 
incorporate a fired directive, 
which will, as it were, create 
an extensified draught of inten
sified operational momentum.

This will be very noticeable 
in the application of Nettles, 
Wild Carrot and a little Oak 
Bark, for these three herbs can 
afford much, as individual 
states, against many such 
illnesses mentioned here in this 
article. Much which the soul 
would never perceive possible 
can be averted, upon an infu
sion of these carefully blended 
frequencies being assimilated 
into the blood-stream of the 
soul. For they when unified 
could break down the old 
periphery conscious state of 
the unchanged blood, as man 
revolves within his every-day 
pattern of conscious existence.

Thus the impact of these 
three herbs will set many gang
lions into a vastly different 
sensitising state, as the Solar 
Fires infiltrate the Ethcric 
Body, and commence their 
insurrection up to the higher 
Plane of Atomic Light.

We now come to the question 
of the sickness of Leukaemia, 
for here is a state of wasting 
power, where a soul should 
have given in Service, but 
chose instead a path of earth 
glory. For souls suffering from 
this complaint had in a past 
life been dose to finishing their 
journey of earth mastery, and 
were, on returning to the Earth, 
ready to continue, but refused 
to do so, by not transmuting 
all their Magnetic states into 
the Divine Holy Fire for a 
final Ascension.

Here is where every one of 
us must now by LAW, serve 
in a Communistos way. Hence 
their wealth of Ages past will 
be transmuted, as such was 
Mcrope’s prototype, as seen in 
the issue of the Occult Gazette 
in December 1963. For when 
she 'died* and came back to 
life, was it then the period when 
all of herself was given back, 
into the side as it were of the 
Master, and a New World was 
copulated into birth through 
her Compassion.

Hence her mind is the Ethcr
ic depths of all to come forth, 
and all can now sup of the 
Divine Breath of the Fabulous 
Cosmic copulation. For She, as 
it were, is the Willow Tree, as 
perceived by the North Ameri
can Indians, that touches 
heights and depths of all that 
is abound. Hence becomes 
master of all opposing winds 
of negative adverse direction.

The whole of Witch Hazel, 
will offer a covering of protec
tive creation and will surge the 
breath as it is taken into the 
body, with its vibronic status.

Thereby adding unto the Fire 
its share of wealth, hence the 
FIRE within the Fire, at the 
Great Scorpiontc Royal infused 
Glory of the Central Sun 
Immense Solar Beauty, will 
receive in a very pleasing 
manner, Witch Hazel's debt to 
Creation.

The Genetic name of this 
tree is derived from the Greek 
and means 'like the apple*,—a 
resemblance to the apple. Here 
one can sec that as the apple, 
the wealth handed to man as 
the Spirit in the beginning of 
Creation, so is it now as the 
Fire going back to the heights 
as a unified state of uprisen 
mind.

It is only within this last 
century that this herb has 
resided in England as a cultivat
ed tree. Its attraction for 
English people is Chat it is 
winter flowering and sweet 
scented. It has an action on 
all the organs o f sense, the 
eyes, the nose, the mouth, and 
the ears, plus the skin as 
stated, and the extremities.

Perhaps its most valuable 
remedy is the one for the skin, 
veins and ulcers, for it relieves 
pain, treats the blood-vessels 
at the back of the eyes and 
hastens absorption of intra
ocular haemomige. It is also 
good as a remedy to arrest 
nose bleeding, and for healing 
wounds, which quite possibly 
is the reason why the North 
American Indians claim it as 
a magical herb, and also be
cause of its ability to remove 
bruises. It is also used to check 
haemorrages from all parts of 
the body, bleeding from the 
womb, and bleeding after tooth 
extractions.

I( is good for the internal 
ulcers of the stomach and 
intestines, and for healing 
internal burns resulting from 
the intake of poisons such as 
phosphorus or sulphuric acid. 
More noticeable is the fact that 
it is good for bums, hence one 
can see that it is no friend to 
the false fires of the Earth, 
but a very good receptacle for 
the true Divine Fire of the 
Spirit.

The early North American 
Indian found the uses for this 
herb exceeding those used by 
them or any other soul today, 
and it was once used as a sole, 
for many a warrior of the hunt. 
This was because its bark con
tains the slight oily state, which 
assisted them to walk free of 
blemish, and such was its 
usefulness that it also enhanced 
their sensitivity.

For these souls were not 
savages, as many have tried to 
paint them, for they knew far 
too much of the Occult Truths, 
to wantonly destroy the Fired 
life of Creation. Their canoe 
paddles were made from the 
wood of Witch Hazel, which 
they believed assisted the rivers 
to guide them upon the right 
currents of safe and simple 
direction.

Many a warrior's horse would 
wear the markings of the 
Witch Hazel, which was used 
to arouse them into a fired state, 
as the life of the Indian Com
munity relied upon the swift
ness of a horse, to capture a 
fleeing wounded Buffalo. Hence 
now all this wealth o f that 
Race, has been fully captured 
and is now infused within the 
Fire to drive all men via the 
Breath upon the path of the 
New World of Vega, in a Solar 
Communistos Way. All due to 
the Sacrifice of Merope who 
knows the Path of this Life's 
journey, for it was She who 
set the currents of this now 
Divine Atomic Virgin Stream 
of Compassional Radiance.

Next month we will delve 
deeply into the mysteries of 
White Poplar and its many 
healing attributes.

Reminiscences
Concluded from Page 10
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was more alive than was realis
ed. for a  Shepherd, the Christos 
late in quest of stray lambs, 
heard his cries, and delivered 
him from his fate defined by 
those ill-guided.

The child was placed in the 
care of Poly bus, the King of 
Corinth, he of many altars, 
great wealth, but who refused 
to change, therefore ever 
repeating the same old growth. 
But for all that, his queen and 
her handmaidens bathed the 
swollen ankles, and called the 
babe OBdipus, the swollen* 
footed. (So what was not 
brought into birth in its royal 
state went down into a lower 
state of the soul and was being 
brought up as the black Sulk

Years passed by and the 
prince grew up totally ignorant 
of the circumstances o f his 
destiny, when one day, in a 
heated state of drink, those 
with him taunted him of his 
origin, which would be none 
other than his own rebellious 
nations revealing odd truths 
while he was partaking of 
wine. This resulted in him 
questioning the queen who, in 
fear, tried to prevaricate and 
finally assured him he was her 
most beloved son.

However, not satisfied, he 
resolved to consult the oracle 
of Delphi (his own solar 
plexus growth of inner intui
tion. whose words he knew 
would define the truth, for 
they were the reflector of no 
men). Thus he repaired to 
Delphi who ambiguously re* 
pealed the fate meted out to 
him by all around.

The Hand of Fate
rvvlIEREFORE here is to be 
1  seen the solar wealth of 
the soul as the abandoned sun- 
god, travelling from heights to 
depths seeking to rouse the 
nations (the atoms within the 
soul) and find from the inner 
wealth the destiny and fate 
allotted to the soul and of 
which he must abide by. Even
tually all w*as revealed, and to 
kill Polybus, whom he loved 
dearly, and marry the queen 
whom he revered as a mother, 
was more than he could face. 
So his heart wras filled with 
bitterness which drove hint 
from home.

After some travelling he 
came to three cross-roods, and 
while he stood there an aged 
man (Saturn) in u chariot drove 
towards him and, through a 
herald, he was haughtily told 
to stand on one side that his 
master could pass. But (Edipus, 
who was Poly bus's heir, was 
accustomed to be treated with 
respect, therefore resented such 
an order and refused to obey. 
Consequently the herald m o te  
the boy who immediately re
taliated and struck the usoailunt 
lifeless. (He was firm but he 
missed the point).

This attracted all into an 
affray* resulting in all being 
killed by (Edipus and his 
attendant; thereby the first 
part of the prophecy being 
accomplished by fate and not 
Destiny. For this was the aged 
1 oiius Journeying from Thebes 
to Delphi to consult the oracle 
(hk own father). And It will 
not take the wise student very 
long to perceive the old father* 
hood being slaughtered through 
his making movement (being 
forced Into movement) and 
being changed over by the 
greater growth of the soul who 
was the potential sun-god In 
disguise.

All being slaughtered in a 
violent encounter of states of 
the soul that refused to let go, 
but were being attracted to 
Delphi to draw from Its In

creasing light. But this was not 
destiny, but the Law of 
Averages working fast and 
furious, not allowing grass to 
grow under their feet-

(Edipus as a soul creation 
was as Peter who denied the 
C hrist; one rich with wealth, 
seen and conversed with many 
great kings, hut so lacking in 
discrimination that he  ̂ was 
ever marrying into inferior 
states and destroying the royalty 
that could have been the means 
of lifting him up to that which 
was his divine heritage.

After this incident. CEdipus 
leisurely pursued his wav until 
he came to the gates of Thebes, 
where he found all in chaos 
because their king had been 
found lifeless by the roadside : 
and what was more, with all 
his attendants. But (Edipus was 
not in the least aware that he 
killed a king, so enquired their 
til.

With hushed voices as in 
fear of being heard, the 
Thebans declared of a woman 
who had bird's wings and claws 
and a lion's body, who had 
taken up its position outside 
the city gates and would allow 
none to pass.

(Set plate on this pope)
If you were one who was 

afraid or could not answer her 
riddles, she would attack you. 
No one so far had been able 
to drive her off. This was of 
course the basic of the chart 
with the rock in the waters of 
the Cancer pool that all had to 
pass through, and the riddle 
came ns the pass-word in the 
sixth. If you could not answer 
of her questions in the fifth, 
you were sent back and bedded 
in the land of the Lapps.

As he was listening to their 
talcs of woe, CEdipus saw a 
herald pass by, proclaiming 
that any who would dare to 
face this Sphinx and free the 
country by solving the riddle, 
could wed the Queen. This 
would take place in the 6th 
and lift the soul over the 
barrier with Queen Metis ns 
Venus raised up out of the 
waters. (Queen Metis would be 
Mother Virgo).

CEdipus resolved to slay the 
dreaded monster, and went 
forth, sword in hand ; he soon 
found the creature crouching 
on a rock on a narrowed path, 
and was asked as CEdipus 
approached the gate :—

Tell me. what animal is that
Which has four feet at morn

ing bright,
Has two at noon and three 

at night ?
(Edipus was soon able (o 

solve tnc problem: it was none 
other than man who, in the 
beginning of life, crawling on 
hands and knees, in manhood 
would walk erect, and in old 
age with aid of staff, the spinal 
rod ; not as a period of life, 
but a period of Initiation. This 
caused the Sphinx to fly off 
(so that there could be a return 
of the dove), but CEdipus drove 
his sword into it and it fell over 
a precipice: which was, of 
course, nothing more than his 
offending self clinging to the 
rock.

On returning to the city lie 
was crowned King of Thebes, 
master of Seven, and married 
his own mother, Jocasta, she 
who was full of birth, which 
fulfilled tlic second clause of 
the prophecy, (lie married the 
mother in his 4th house be
cause he had risen to the 
heights).

This is naturally the cm- 
braccmcnt of the heights and 
the depths (because, ns he had 
now killed the father he was 
automatically In the heights, 
yet it was the father who had 
vwallowed the won), where In 
Virgo two fine tons were bom, 
Eteoclea and Polynlces, good 
barley and guardian of the

city (bora in the intuitive mind). 
Then two daughters followed, 
Ismcnc and Antigone, know
ledge and psychic power. But 
prosperity is not good foe the 
soul, and just when all was at 
its height of happiness and 
looking forward to a peaceful 
old age. a terrible scourge 
descended on Thebes, causing 
the death of many.

As (Edipus had proved him
self of such valour with the 
Sphinx, they sought of him 
now and CEdipus sent messeng
ers to consult the Delphic 
Oracle. This declared they 
would not cease plaguing until 
the king's murderers were 
found and punished. Thus such 
as Nathan had come to  the 
hero. (He now* had to dear 
many of his old karmic states).

Slowly as in all things, direc
tion turned to the guilty party 
und CEdipus was attacked, 
especially as the servant in 
question confessed that the 
child was never killed, but 
taken by Corinth’s king. (So 
more than actually being guilty 
and being attacked, the soul 
had put into operation states 
that were not exactly right, but 
they had freed him from his 
density and he had been able 
to take over).

Thus the greatest pain is 
knowing, for then the soul 
must answer by the Law of 
Assumption. Therefore the 
chain of evidence (nlchcmical- 
isation) being complete. (Edipus 
was found guilty, and when the 
rumours readier Jocasta, she 
committed suicide. (Edipus

rushed to her apartment, but 
found her lifeless that was 
more than the poor monarch 
could bear, and he blinded 
himself with one of her orna
ments. This is explained in the 
next paragraph.

Blind and hopeless he left 
the scene of his crimes and 
accompanied by his daughter 
Antigone, who loved him and 
was ready to follow wherever 
he went, wandered forth and 
reached Colonus, where there 
was a mighty forest snored to 
avenging deities, fairies and 
Eu men ides. Here (Edipus ex 
pressed his wish to remain, and 
after bidding his daughter 
good-bye, went out into a 
storm where the wind was rag
ing and the lightning (lashed.

The Furies then took him 
down into Hades to meet the 
repercussions of rebound of

past actions, but in reality was 
the fulness of changes pul into 
operation (that, he could know 
the full heights und depths of 
wnnt he had brought into 
birth ; then he could know the 
concise truth).

Was not this the heights 
completing the cycles of events 
by passing the wisdom down 
into the depths, which brought 
complete change and a new 
plane of revolution. (As he 
went down and had to go 
through all the experiences in 
practical application, he rose 
up to the heights on a new 
plane).

The King of (Edipus went 
blind ns he went forth (us 
hi was not able to see where 
lie was going), nnd with Ids

chic strength, which he was 
really* seeking to change for 
the plane of mind growth, he 
went to Coloaus, the city of 
much stored seed, where the 
Eumcnides, the gracious god
desses, or three Furies, resided.

Then leaving the heights he 
went down into the depths, 
whereby a rebirth enforced the 
king to  be entered Into the 
grotto as his sons were to take 
over • for (Edipus had not 
fulfilled his journey us destiny 
decreed, but by fate, and it 
entailed much to go beneath 
the rock to come forth at u 
Inter date.

When Antigone returned she 
found her two brothers 
quarrelling over the throne. 
Finally, it was agreed that 
Etcoclcs, he of good barley, 
should reign u year, and 
Polynlces, the guardian of the 
city und the younger of the 
two, should also for an equal 
space of time. But after the 
Litter hud been away travelling 
in foreign lands, Etcoclcs 
would not relinquish his pow
er ; therefore Polynlces hast
ened off to Argos, u lowland 
district, where all were slow of 
foot, for he suffered with his 
father's disease.

(The two states of (Edipus 
us he put something into oper
ation on the next plane. Some 
purls had to go to the heights 
but some hud to go to the 
depths, because he still brought 
out some of his weaknesses).

There lie married the king of 
Adrustus's daughter, Nemesis, 
for here they did not like work
ing the ground und preferred 
living without labour. So lie 
soon equipped himself with a 
large army, those who were 
seeking their own fortune by 
lighting with muscle und not 
mind. After seven years* selgc 
they cumc no ncurcr to their 
goal, but cumc face to face, 
und all fell.

By the order of Jocasta'* 
father Croon, the devouref of 
flesh, the corpse of Etcoclcs 
received all honours of n Oreck 
burial, while Polynices was left 
on the plain for the wild 
beasts to devour, for the soul 
had to pass through the full 
extent oi purging. Thus Creon 
was acting ns the king of the 
underworld, forcing the soul to 
lake a lull re-birth of all past 
lives, which had become com
plicated to some degree. Thus 
was the higher mind being 
purged by tlic irrational.

It was forbidden of any to 
bury the body of the fullen 
prince, but heedless of Ismcnc** 
prayers. Antigone dug a grave 
for her brother. She was dis
covered and dragged before 
Creon, although she was the 
promised wife of his son 
linemen, and was condemned 
to death.

This ended in tragedy to 
these two, for Haemon, he who 
was violet-eyed, pleaded for 
her life, but when he saw that 
prayers were in vain, he died 
with her ulso. Then Ismcnc, the 
last of Oedipus’s unfortunate 
race also died, und the end of 
the swollen-footed one cumc to 
pass, for hit lock of action to 
bring about his destiny result
ed in fate taking all into bund, 
nnd working her way.

This left the seven chiefs, 
the seven natures, to return to 
Argos, the land of 11 Hie 
labours, to wait patiently for 
die children of these brave 
captains to get old enough to 
hear arm* and avenge their 
father’s memory. But Thebes 
was again besieged and des
troyed a* foretold by the 
Delphic Oracle. (The soul 
could not stand up to the 
Rciging and died under it : it 
had not the courage to fight 
nnd resurrect itself).

OEDIPUS
A C 01 PUS It the crippled one, who lias to master tho woalth ho 
v  has taken, by troading it Into the depths of tho earth, until 
hit electrolysis rises up to tho crown of his King-born heights. 
Thus Womanhood being transformed Into tho Fatherhood, tho 
Glory of tho Abstract Mind Plano. Thus Meropo. who flow up to 
tho Central Sun by her vibronlc Belief, paid liar toll of sacrifice, 
that the Intelllgencla could bt crowned as tho King of the MIND,  
and not ths Atlantaan Tycoons of the depths. (See taxi In col. 2).
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Qrace
With fainting soul athirst for Grace,
/ wandered in a desert place,

(J) And at the crossing of the ways 
6 /  saw the sixfold Sera/ph blaze : 
y He touched mine eyes with fingers light 
v As sleep that cometh in the night : 
j) And like a frightened eagle’s eyes, 
v They opened wide with prophecies.

*

*
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*

He touched mine ears, and they were drowned Q
0 With tumult and a roaring sound :
V i  heard convulsion in the sky, 
y And flights of angels’ hosts on high,
/  And beasts that move beneath the sea,
/  And the sap creeping in the tree.

^ And bending to my mouth he wrung 
v From out of it my sinful tongue, 
j) And all its lies and idle rust,
/  And 'tw ixt my lips a^perishing 
^ A subtle serpent’s forked sting.

§ With right hand wet with blood he thrust 
^ And with his sivord my breast he cleft,
/  My quaking heart thereout he reft.
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And in the yawning of my breast 
A coal of living fire he pressed.

V Then in the desert I lay dead, 
j) And God called unto me and said :
/  ‘Arise, and let My voice be heard,
» Charged with My Will go forth and span 
* The land and sea, and let My Word 
a Lay waste with fire the heart of man.’
§ Alexander Pushkin, ft

i
$ $

(So you ice the soul had to 
lose an awful lot to only 
resurrect quite n little. He had 
been so lazy that whatever little 
he could bring forth he could 
only retain of a very little, for 
I here were so many states 
within him that now had got 
to be changed from the miser
able state of the invert.

He had not laboured so he 
had become more and more of 
a deteriorated state. So when 
he did bring some wealth to 
the soul it was gobbled up by 
those parts that wanted to be 
fed. So he had to labour for a 
long time before he could see 
any result of what he was 
doing).

Thus Fate holds cold decrees 
for those who will not fulfill 
and bring about the involution 
demanded by Nature, that 
evolution could be fulfilled. 
Another case of such wanton
ness was of Acrisius, but this 
we will leave till the next 
lesson.

Now there is a very great 
depth there for you to learn 
by, to make you realise that 
when you refuse to move and 
force Fate to take over, then 
you are bound to lose all the 
way ahead and slide. So you 
must face life and what you 
have come bade to do, and 
willingly accept it no matter 
what it costs you, because you 
only came back to do that 
which was attributed unto you.

You do not just come back 
to do what you like, not any 
one of you. You took on a 
prototype which was according 
to the chart which you return
ed by. If you refuse to put that 
into operation, then it is bound 
to fulfill itself, but by the way

Dr. F. Rabelais
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nature, ever deviated from B 
flat to B sharp. They were ever 
in fear that he would carry 
aw’ay the Palucc of Justice, and 
force them to be further taxed, 
to rebuild the courts of 
judicature.

This being the fourth house 
of the depths, meant an ever 
reforming state of rebirth, and 
taking on of new Law, by the 
unfolding Fire from the fifth, 
so that the sixth could feed a 
Virgin with new ideas, to carry 
up to the seventh. So Panta- 
gruel for the time, was ever the 
busy Bee flying back and 
fo rth . . .

THE tym bslogy of a little 
thought messenger, that 

goes back and forth as the 
vagrants labour In afferent 
and efferent activity, gather
ing the honey from fields of 
verdant growth.

. . .  carrying the gathered honey 
from his field of labour, back 
into the hive. Thus Pantagruel 
studied hard and profited 
accordingly, until one day he 
received a letter from his father 
Gargantua. This was to remind 
him of how necessary it was to 
gain all the wisdom and un
folding light, that was possible.

This was written from 
Utopia, on the 17th day of the 
month of March, for April 
augured rebirth in the heights, 
and Pantagruel from the first 
bouse earthing his studies and 
his findings, that new wisdom 
could grace the world with 
light.

of Fate ; and that holds no 
mercy for you. At the same 
time you also have to abide by 
the deteriorated harvests. But 
you have been preparing for 
many lives to bring the finale, 
us the finale might have been 
very deteriorated.

What the soul fails to under
stand is that it is one long life, 
not many lives as you believe: 
this is how the soul has chosen 
generation and re-generation. 
The soul chose this path in the 
beginning, and he has hud to 
tread it. If he had gone the 
right way by Destiny, as from 
the beginning, it would have 
been a diffusion into the depths 
and an ascension back into the 
heights; another diffusion at 
some other time, and an 
ascension again; but each 
ascension would have been 
higher.

There would have been no 
death; always re-birth: but 
the soul chose death, and even 
went as stupid as to choose 
Fate. Now the soul must try 
and find re-birth as he reaches 
the Polaris and now must face 
Relativity, the blending-up of 
states that he has allowed to 
deteriorate. And that is the 
great lesson and mystery of 
Aquarius, and the hell that 
most are going to face.

By Merope fulfilling the 
Vicarious Atonement for the 
world, all such karmic crea
tions are now buried-in. and 
the soul is free to go forth as 
the Orion Warrior of Divine 
mind acumen.
If you have awakened to this 

Truth, start and battle hard, 
and never give in. Remember

heights, thus what was darkness 
is now LIGHT.

For here is the true Dyophy- 
site membrane, as that of the 
connective tissue of the inspir
ational World of the Holy 
Brotherhood of the united span 
of the full 49 degrees. These 
now being the full Atomic ex
pansive depths of the Dyophy- 
site revolving Kingdom of 
LIGHT.

(See plate on page 4)
As Merope has brought this 

into being, is it the World 
whereby all are citizens, but 
have yet to awaken to the 
glories that are now their status 
of being. Like unto Philip, 
who saw not the Father, yet 
was gazing fully at the Divine 
reflection.

This is where the 49 steps 
are being trodden in, through 
the ascending mind phenomena 
within the Dyophysite Breath 
expansion. Whereby all are 
reborn of vibrational intensified 
Hierarchial ethics, bringing the 
soul to now becoming of Hier- 
archial personality. The soul 
will be led, guided and influ
enced by the Higher Principles 
of Divine propensity. This for 
the time, may be difficult, for 
the soul will not be understood 
by others in its vibrational 
intensity.

This calls for the atiunemcnf 
of the ecllpfical Solar Plbnsol 
Line of Neptunian fortune, 
whereby the soul attunes to the 
Royal Galactlcal Thread of 
motivating Timeless Genius, 
upon the contesting Plane of

that it is the wise man and the 
brave man that comes through; 
not only that, but it is tbe man 
that hat the courage to face 
all difficulties, all odds, whether 
he is right or wrong, good or 
bad, that wins the apples on 
the trees: not the coward, nor 
the one that is in fear, because 
the one that is in fear lets all 
slide out of his bands, and 
before very long the bats and 
the rats, the dogs and the 
dangers enter in.

There is much here from 
which you cun learn and gain 
great strength provided you are 
genuinely seeking wisdom that 
will help you. But if you arc 
not seeking and you are not 
prepared to learn and accept, 
then do not take of these 
Myths, for they will devour 
you.

When the soul can find act
ivity, and it brings movement 
after it has taken unto itself 
of the ‘drop* after it has been 
spun, it then can bring New 
Life. But if the soul makes no 
effort, or it disputes and allows 
Saturn to run wild and take the 
claiming head, then the soul 
becomes dead and has to go 
down into the depths and find 
great misery, or it becomes 
lost, and all becomes burnt and 
placed under the rock.

Activity is the word, ever a 
state of movement; never end
ing but going forward; never 
allowing anything to go cold, 
but ever to keep on heat and 
bound u p ; and as the soul 
moves forward, all that he has 
taken becomes as glowing light 
and understanding, and not 
death that he must ever contin
ually revolve around until he 
can bring the full birth.

Upon that being delivered to 
you, you have been able to 
gain a demonstration of what 
is truly meant by taking unto 
the soul of Solar light in full 
creation.

ow let us call upon the 
Great Ones to Bless this 

Word, for indeed there has 
been a Great Message to 
humanity as it has been deliv
ered tonight. Amen.

Atomic mastery. Here the 
winner takes all, and ascends 
into realms untouched by Gods 
or man. Mastery now being the 
dominant factor, but mastery 
guided and led by Hierarcbial 
embrace men t. For only by such 
will the soul find its true man
hood.

This is the Prototype of 
Celestial obligation, whereby 
the gods compensate their fall 
into the moon state, by redeem
ing the 49 conquests of the 
etheric depths of the now ex
panding Atomic realms of 
Divine Celestial Peace. The 
polarised drug addict’s lost 
genius of the immortal positive 
light, that now by the fulness 
of the ascension, can make 
rapid states of Divine mastery, 
which will fully lead the soul 
into the Glory of Divinity.

By this, the student can per
ceive, that the 49 steps are the 
Solar Atomic radiating wave
band frequencies of the octavi- 
t ure soundless rebounding 
Laws of Vega Etheric causa
tion. For the latter, as causa
tionary Brilliance, is the poetic 
justice of the true resperming 
light waves of Dyophysite 
Abstract continuity. Where, as 
his expansion into Ether 
Realms, is it widening and 
establishing a Vast Universe of 
Dyophysite birth.

For man now is the hush of 
the yeast in its expandable 
levitationsl rise, and as the

ferment of dissolving mind 
intoxication, will he become 
the compassional living pin, to 
fire the uprisen wealth into the 
Dyophysite expanded bloom. 
That of the new Divine inten
sity, through the Immortal 
Effluvium of the Breath, bring
ing new life and purpose into 
the rebirth of the soul growth. 
But greater still, Divinity into 
being upon the Earth, where 
the whole of the Solar- 
Galactical Glory reigneth 
therein.

This is as the Atomic ex
panded Arc, where the Colurc 
of Dyophysite revolving rhythm 
is now the Focalisation of the 
YODS. That of the Male 
masculine Principle, for the 
first time alive with FIRE For 
Dyophysite Glory is the Etheric 
Spleen intriguing birth of 
Royalty manifestation.

That of the Etheric vein of 
the unfolding supremacy of the 
Dyophysite Kingdom of Desire 
dominions, of Virgin Void 
vocalising glory. Those beliefs 
and ideals, that in coming into 
birth, must now become the 
mastery of the soul. That 
which will give the Dyophysite 
being the right to ascend, and 
the Divine Being of the heights, 
that to descend.

This is the Divine intuition 
of the royal intuitional depths 
of the Compassional Waters of 
the Holy Dyophysite Arc. For 
now the Arc has become the 
continuity of the full Inaugura- 
tional Belief, of the Etheric 
Sensitised Majesty of the Dyo
physite Purified elevated attunc- 
ment. Where all now is blended 
into Divine unity, that of Holy 
rebirth. Yet the way still open 
for the soul to span from 
heights to depths.

This is the full wealth of the 
Throning of the King, con
stantly in resident Presence, 
whereby the full Atomic 
Taurean Dyophysite oneness 
becomes the propensity of the 
new Theocratic expanded 
momentum, of the Timeless 
condensed Presence of the now 
future Etheric awareness. 
Where the soul climbs a 
Thousand and one steps, to 
find the ONE Divine Throne, 
that the soul can bow as the 
redeemed conscious awareness, 
to the royal Radiance of its 
own internal Glory.

For all now is Etheric com
prehension of the profoundest 
Pre-Protoplasmic involved 
Abstract Kingdom. The internal 
Glory of the super-sensitivity 
of the spinning Radiance of the 
ascending Virgin Prototype.

The Closing P rayer
A /f A Y  the Heavens, the Great 
i r x  Profundity of UGHT, 
pour down their wonders into 
the depths, upon this dynamic 
Word of reborn Life. Where 
every soul who has awakened, 
will now spin the Glory of his 
depths up into the Heavens of 
Holy Unknown Magnitude; 
where he can draw forth o f its 
mighty magnificence, out of 
Ills own internal divine being. 
For he is the Bull, the mighty 
Bull that gave life to all, and 
now must bring into its greater 
propensity. May all be with 
him and his wonders of Beauty, 
as he goes forth on the New 
Voyage of his driving acme.

AMEN.

Royal Theocratic Embracement
C o n c lu d e d  fro m  page 4
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A S T R O L O G I C A L  C O L U M N
Ti l l:  MOST IMPORTAN I POINT 1 0  NOTE NOW IN 

nil iilru log lril works, U the I act lluil I Ik* whole of the 
creation hm been ruUvd up onto I he El red Mind Plane. 

IliU m enu  that every tool Inu been raked up lo this level 
through ihelr etlierh body, und Ihey will be receiving the 
Breath through their etheric bod) on that tunic degree. But of 
court*, the moat important thing here It to retlltc that one 
mutt consciously try lo radlute, think, and act, in the tame 
light. The best thing to do it lo believe that vve are now 
being* of n greater nature, and that we have been raised up, 
whereby we run live on a higher content of creation. So now 
let uk turn to the first chart.

C h a rt I fO*i
Mrs. P. II., Sussex, England.

This is quite a good chart, 
even though you do have threo 
plancti down in the 12th house, 
but tho  it really only indicat
ing that you have great wealth 
which has never fulfilled its 
tourney. 1 lie 12th house is 
where the Itxh of wisdom has 
not quite been caught, and it 
still swimming around in the 
pool, waiting to be captured 
and carried forward into the 
Itt house of mind conscious
ness.

Although any planets in this 
position can be difficult to 
master, I do not fed that it is 
so disastrous to the soul. What 
it needed is for them to be 
spun up into n greater acceler
ation, and this can only bo done 
by aspiration, the soul aspiring 
to greater beliefs It is when 
we nave planets down the 8th 
house that wc find it really 
difficult, because Ihey are 
down In the 'pit*, and tho soul 
finds it very hard to move them 
once they are there.

However, to assist you in 
your endeavours, you do have 
your Sun and Mars m the 1st 
house, and this would be 
extremely beneficial to you. 
1 hey are both in the sign of 
I ibra, and this is the house of 
free thought when it is in its 
highest degree, but it is inclin* 
csi to be a very weak sign, a 
timid sign, anu one that is 
afraid to speak its mind.

The Sun and Mars positioned 
here should help lo counteract 
this, but do watch out that you 
do not fall into its negative 
attributes. A positive and 
forthright action is a necessity 
tor any soul wishing to make 
spiritual progress while upon 
the earth. While the soul is 
afraid to speak its mind, and 
abides by the conventionality 
of the world, it will never get 
anywhere at all

Peace ut any price is not the 
answer ; cither the soul begins 
to take on of It* 'warriorihip* 
und fights for whut it knows to 
be true, or it remains a nonen
tity, both physically and spirit
ually. Truth is truth, and can
not he compromised !

The Sun and Mars in the 1st 
house will make you a very 
powerful person, and it is 
obvious that in your previous 
life, you were trying to get 
your Jupiter, Mercury and 
Neptune there too, but you 
had not got the wisdom 
necessary, and to  they remain
ed in the 12th, waiting to be 
redeemed in a future life

1 do notice, however, that 
you huve your Moon in Aiies 
conjunct to your Path of

Destiny, in the 7th house, and 
this will have to be watched 
carefully, for the Moon in Ancs 
can be very destructive in its 
outlook. Aries Is the sign of 
the pioneer, the constructive 
side of life, and so its negative 
influence would obviously be 
destructive, and to add unto 
this particular influence, vour 
Moon is in opposition lo your 
Mars, which could make you 
very irritable if you were not 
careful.

Be Arm in what you believe, 
by all means, but always try to 
act from a constructive attitude 
of mind ; there is no point in 
breaking something down if 
you arc not prepared to nut up 
something better in its place.

As I look ut the placement 
of your chart I uni dalrvoyuni
ty seeing a very superior 
mistress of a castle; a lady 
that was the wife of a Baron, 
and one who was very devout 
In her studies. I can see you 
with one of those very tall, 
pointed lints with u veil hang
ing from the point, which was 
of course, symbolic of what the 
soul had achieved.

You have your Uranus in 
your 9th house in Gemini, so 
you are very capable of touch
ing great depths of wisdom, but 
again, you have your Saturn 
right in your mid-heavens, 
which means that although 
you have gathered up great 
wealth, you have never allow
ed it to go beyond the conven
tional outlook of life.

You mutt get away from 
established convention and 
fledge your wings, bringing 
your mind away from the 
restrictive outlook of the earth. 
It is this Suturn in the 10th 
house which has prevented 
your three planets in the 12th 
house from making their ful
ness in the 1st, and this, 1 am 
certain, is due to religion 
cramping your mind with Its 
narrow creed and dogma.

So whatever you do, do try 
to come completely away from 
all old religious wavs of think
ing and acting, and then your 
Mercury, your mind, and your 
Jupiter, your expansion, will be 
able to free themselves from 
the 12th, and help carry Nep
tune into the lit, as the estab
lished Glories of the Abstract 
Mind

Health will only become a 
problem with you if you allow 
yourself to be sluggish or over
taken by inertia You must 
keep yourself ever on the 
move, ever active, ever prepar
ed to drive, and then your 
Mars in the 1st house will 
stand you in good stead, and 
Uranus in the 9th will achieve 
what It has set itself to do.

Do take note of what 1 have 
given you, because there is 
great potential In this chart, 
and it would be sad if it was 
lost through not making that 
little extra effort I

C h art U 2 U
Mr. E. G., New York, U«$.A.

Now wc come to another 
chart with Moon in the seventh. 
It is an understood fact that 
anybody with planets in the 
seventh find it difficult to make 
the changes of law demanded 
of the soul who has progressed 
from the base into the Heights. 
Really speaking wc live in the 
base of our chart but we raise 
ourselves up by vibrations.

The actual person must be 
seen as that little centre circle 
in the centre of the chart, and

that is where the soul u ever 
transfoiming horn the I unar 
into the Soxur Now the chart 
ih..i I have iuM come lo, has 
I he Path of Destiny down the 
12th house and it is in laurus, 
so it indicates a person that 
never seems to get past a cer
tain state of rebirth.

I hey make changes but 
never can maintain them I 
don't know sshether this soul 
can recognise this, but 1 have 
known of others that have had 
their Path of Destiny In 
ruurus in the 12th, and some
thing happens when they could 
have quite easily walked away 
with success, and for some 
mundane reason they com
pletely fall from top to 
bottom.

Now please sec that you 
don't do this, friend, because 
this is what you seem to do, 
you get so far but no further. 
1 notice that you are com
plaining about hernia in the 
groin and n nervous stomach, 
so we have got to look very 
much as to what n  causing 
your health problems.

That which I have just been 
giving you of your Path of 
Destiny down the 12th. could 
quite easily be accountable for 
what you have with you now, 
which is the outcome of that 
condition continually taking 
place. Tuurus doesn't rule the 
stomach but it docs rule the 
desires and so as a soul you 
have continually reverted hack 
to old desires, and not been 
able to make the grade of 
jumping the hurdle and going 
oil onto the new udventure of 
life, and this is what you must 
now do.

Having Pluto in the first 
house does bring you an 
awful lot of chaos, and is this 
matter of not making the grade 
within younelf.

You may say, "But 1 do." 
Well, it is evident you don't, 
otherwise you wouldn't have 
your planets where they arc. 
and 1 um sure that if you were 
to look into it you would And 
that you have this chaos with 
you ut periods, and wonder 
why it is with you.

Your Sun and your Venus 
arc down the eighth house in 
Capricorn, und this means that 
you arc not turning to the full 
fledging of the mind. Capri
corn i.s the heights of know
ledge, it is the heights of being 
able to acquire upon tho old 
status of growth. What you 
have got to do is sprout out 
from th ere ; that is, fledge

your mind into vibrations that 
\ on have never touched before

This means rising up out ot 
yourself, being ublc lo obtain 
new vision, being able to 
obtain new thought, and that k 
polarising all that you have 
been able lo pert rise of the old 
nay of life and polarising It 
right up ten spans, so that you 
arc able to see the ultermosl 
glories of that creation. You 
may say, "Well* that's being 
utterly fantastic, that's Imposs
ible, you cannot do thal I"

Well, you can do thal. and 
this u  where occultism comes 
in, this is where growth conic* 
in. It is only hy somebody hav
ing the courage to blow a 
bubble up Into the heights and 
let thal nubble carry lh«m to 
wherever it will go, that the 
soul in able to build a new 
world out of his raised up 
vibrations. Well, this is what 
you have not done and you 
nave now got your Sun and 
your Venus down the eighth. 
You would make a wonderful 
librarian, politician, or even a 
minister, for thev are nil those 
who never go pan what is al
ready known.

Progress is made through 
achieving an insight and an 
intervention into the unknown, 
but you have your Saturn in 
the ninth house, which, al
though it is in its own sign, 1m 
very fixed in what it Already 
knows and it just won't sec in 
any other way.

Your Moon Is In Sagittarius, 
and 1 have to smile a little ns 
I give you this because It 
happens to be my own sign, 
and so 1 can confidently give 
you of Its main weakness. They 
say that Its chief attribute is "a 
little of what you fancy docs 
you good", and of course, this 
is tn keeping with Taurus, Isn't 
it.

You have got to be prepared 
now to make some sacrifices. 
You have gol to sacrifice your 
pleasures of life, be prepared 
lo cut down on the physical 
so that your Etbrrlc can be
come your etherealIsed mind. 
If you can do this, you are 
going to find n freedom that 
you have never known before.

1 see you also have Uranus 
in Sagittarius in the seventh 
house, and 1 feel sure that you 
would And it extremely diffi
cult to bounce oil into extreme 
expansion, and this is definitely 
contributing to your health 
condition. You cannot get out 
of the old status of life and 
yet your mind is working at a 
rapid state of enquiry Conse
quently you are finding your 
Libra on the sixth house, the 
house of health, is causing you 
a lot of difficulty, because that 
is ruled by Venus, and your 
Venus is down the eighth.

So it is quite easy to set 
what is the cause of your 
trouble. You have got to raise 
your Venus, vour Virgin mind, 
up out of the ‘pit' you have 
put her in. She is buried under 
all the knowledge yon have 
taken, and which you have only 
kept as cold Capricornian 
knowledge. If you look hack

Health from Herbs
UjfERBALISM is the oldest healing art in the world. Its history can 

be traced back through the civilisations of Rome, Greece, Assyria 
and Babylon, and even beyond. Herbs are foods as well as medicines, 
and build up the general health at the same time as they cure any 
specific disease. Unlike drugs, which are inert, they arc made from 
organic material instead of inorganic substances, and form an active 
or living medicine.

Here at the School wo have a large quantity of loose herbs in stock, 
which normally will readily provide for all our requirements. However, 
we have listed below some of our more popular herbal pills, specially 
prepared for those who find them more convenient to take in this form, 
during the hustle and bustle of their daily occupation.

Anti-Obesity Pills.
Blood Cleansing Pills. 
Bronchial Pills.
Buchu Pills. (Bladder, sinus). 
Catarrh & Sinus Pills. 
Chlorophyll Pills 
Eye Pills. (Cataract etc.). 
Garlic Pills. (Blood, chest). 
Heart Tablets

Kelp Tablets. (Thyroid), 
Kidney Pills.
Laxative Pills.
Nerve Pills.
Passiflora Tablets 
Rose Hip Tablets 
Slippery Elm Tablets 
Tonic Pills.
Womb <£ Stomach Cleansers.
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9 Oh could I tell, ye surely would believe it.
Oh could 1 only say what l have seen !
How should I tell or how can ye receive it.
How. till he bringeth you where 1 have been ?

Lo. if some strange intelligible thunder 
Sang to the earth the secret of a star.
How should ye catch, for terror and for wonder. 
Shreds of the story that was pealed so far ?

F. W . H. Myers

to the June issue of the Occult 
Gazette, on page 4, you will 
see a Plate illustrating what l 
am trying to convey.

It is essential that you do try 
to break through, even though 
I do feel you will find rt diffi
cult to be rigid with yourself, 
but since you now know, surely 
that is half the battle won. You 
see, you do have Scorpio inter
cepted in the 6th house as well, 
which as 1 have said, is the 
house of health, and this is 
indicating that unless you do 
raise your Fires up to become 
your mind strength, then you 
wiU find health difficulties, and 
Scorpio of course, links directly 
with your groin problem.

Your Neptune in Cancer, in 
the 2nd house, is the basic 
cause of your nervous stomach, 
but once you could make ex
pansion and raise your Fires, 
your Divinely Seeded Waters, 
up to your mind as Light, then 
this would automatically dis
appear. Everything depends 
upon your efforts to make ex
pansion into new beliefs, and 
then living them in your daily 
life.

I would recommend our 
Nerve Pills to you for your 
stomach, plus the herbs Worm
wood, Raspberry Leaves and 
Liverwort, and for your hernia 
would advise Rupturewort, 
Golden Rod, Pilewort and Saw 
Palmetto Berries, plus our 
Renal Pills to obtain a good 
cleansing action from the 
kidneys.

It would obviously help if 
you could take as little bulk 
food as possible, while the 
herbs were performing their 
healing action. Fruit would be 
preferable, but light salad 
would not cause too much 
trouble. I would also recom
mend that you try to drink at 
least four pints of water each 
day, to help bring the system 
into a clean condition.

Chart 1423
Mrs. D., Sussex, England.

This reading is for a mother 
who is worried over her 
daughter, so let us turn to the 
daughter's chart and see what 
we can find.

This soul is full of Fire, but 
again the difficulty is in four 
planets down the 8th house. 
There is no doubt that she has 
been a very devout nun in the 
past and has acquired a great 
amount of Fire in her struggle 
for knowledge, but of course 
it has never been put to any
thing more than just extreme 
religious study.

She has Virgo on the Ascen
dant and Gemini in the Mid
heavens, which would make 
her very much a person of the 
mind, and since the Path of 
Destiny is in Virgo in the 1st 
house, it is indicating that she 
has come back specifically to 
transmute her old mind out

look into true intuitional 
acumen.

The Saturn in the 1st house 
in Libra would give her a 
very deeply ingrained religious 
belief, even if it did not show 
with her upon the surface. 
Quite often such souls have a 
very devout nun-like appear
ance about them, and if they 
were in the nun's garb one 
would imagine they were in 
their right setting.

Most of these souls have 
acute minds because they have 
acquired knowledge through 
their studies, but because relig
ion never allowed them to 
bring it to a fulness, many of 
their planets fell down the *ph\ 
the eighth house. This means 
that all the Fire they took 
through their studies, became 
no more than just a mundane 
magnetic creation, and they 
accepted it in that acquired 
state. Now it has to be expand
ed and raised up into Solar 
Light, the true Christos Glory.

n *

1 also see that this young 
person has Uranus in the 10th 
house, and I have noticed that 
many women who have Uran
ian powers have been nuns, 
but they were never able to 
spark it into becoming a true 
“Bride to the Christ,” as they 
term it, because they were 
never given the true under
standing of the Christ Light

Because Uranus has never 
been perceived in its true light, 
it is a planet that few people 
know how to  handle, for it is 
the Divine Law, that as the 
lightning flash, calls upon the 
soul to Fire all that it has 
taken as knowledge into spark
ing action ; sparking with new 
thought, new belief, whereby 
all becomes the living radiance 
of the soul, the Chromospheric 
radiance of the mind.

Although this soul has 4 
Fire, it is not yet of the Solar 
Glory, but still of the mag
netic. the earth fire, and can 
only be raised up by aspiration 
towards the true Divinity of 
the Heavens, and the cutting 
away of all old earthy ideas 
and actions.

To do this the soul must get 
exhilarated, driving her pas
sions up to the mind, so that 
everything is spun up in a form 
of crescendo, whereby Divinity

breaks through and is able lo 
speak Wisdom through the 
mouth of the one so prepared.

This would be the Neptunian 
Glory coming forth, and is 
what all must seek to achieve, 
as the Mind World of Vega 
slowly comes more and more 
into oirth. bo this young soul 
must try to break out of old 
ideas and acquire the glory of 
the wealth that is within her, 
otherwise her nervous system 
could be badly ravaged by the 
retention that is being forced 
upon it.

[he progressed Moon, in 
passing round the chart, has 
reached the stage of Capricorn, 
which is mainly within the 4th 
house, and this is indicating a 
new beginning, a time when 
the soul should be thinking of 
making a fresh effort in life.

She should try to bring new 
creation, new tnought, to her 
mind, for she has Virgo upon 
the ascendant, under the 
dccanate of Bootes, the Com
ing One, and this is indicating 
that she must become as the 
Virgin, and carry the New 
Mind Child within her womb, 
and raise it up to become her 
Orion Warrior of Royal Solar 
Consciousness. But she does 
have Moon in Taurus in the 
8th house, which is also con
junct to her Sun, and this 
would cause her to waver back 
and forth, to probably make 
no movement at all eventually, 
towards nurturing any New 
Thought into life.

So this is what she must be 
prepared to master, but she 
will have to find a far greater 
persistency of purpose than she 
has ever shown before. If she 
can do this, then her Path of 
Destiny in the 1st house in 
Virgo, will become fulfilled, 
but it will entail hard struggle.

Chart 1415
Mr. P. C., Bucks, England.

1 see fiom your letter, friend, 
that you wish to enter upon 
the path of unfoldment and 
become an Orion Warrior. 
Well, from the * wonderful 
visions you tell me that you 
have received, it is obvious that 
you are ready to go forth on 
this journey. So let us look into 
your chart and see what help 
1 can give you regarding your 
unfoldment.

You have your Path of 
Destiny in the 1st house in 
Virgo, so you have now really 
got to start bringing your 
reminine Principle to taking 
on of the Virgin Mind. This 
may sound odd to you but it is 
quite true ; everybody has two 
sides to their Virgo mind, the 
Virgin and the harlot, and you 
must make sure that yours be
comes of the Virgin.

This is really the one that 
takes on of Service, and this 
will work upon all levels of 
thought and action. You must 
learn to render service, one 
way or another, even if you

start by trying to help someone 
out of their difficulties, and in 
this way you will gradually 
begin your Path of Warrior- 
ship.

You do have your Moon in 
Taurus, and this is not really 
inclined to much effort. It likes 
to dream about such things, but 
does not like getting down to 
any hard effort of accomplish
ment. I also see that you have 
the Sun, Mercury and Mars, 
all in the 8th house, and this is 
not going to help you very 
much in your struggles.

It would appear that in 
previous lives you have been 
far more of a dreamer than a 
doer, and this is what you have 
now come back to rectify in 
this life. Your Jupiter and 
Venus are in the 7th house, 
and any planet in the 7th 
indicates that the soul is hav
ing difficulty in transmuting 
themselves from the old law 
into the New ; that is, embrac
ing and living the New Law.

The fact of your having the 
three planets down in the ‘pit* 
in the 8th house, does indicate 
that in previous lives you have 
lived life to the full, and 
revelled in everything you ex
perienced. This is again con
firmed by your Moon in 
Taurus in the Mid-heavens, 
which would influence you very 
much towards the desires of 
the earth. So this is what you 
have come back to master and 
transmute into Solar Glory.

Yet this need not be as bad 
as it seems, for possibly you 
have read in your Bible of the
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‘man come up from Bo&rah,*— 
they call him the Rake, for he 
holds all the experiences of life. 
He has trodden the grapes and 
he knows everything, and is of 
great value to the Christ 
Power, because he can show 
the Great One of the intricacies 
of life, and the way that they 
can be overcome.

The whole of the Scriptures 
are filled with this wonderful 
wisdom. So you could be of 
great value to the G reat Pow
ers if you could only embrace 
the Path that you now want lo 
take, with all the Glory and 
the belief of one who has seen 
the darkened side of life, and 
now wants to take on o f the 
Royalties of the Great Light 
of the Heavens.

You also have Uranus in the 
6th house, and this is indicating 
that there is enormous wealth 
waiting to come forth, but as 
to how much of it you bring 
into birth will, of course, rely 
upon your efforts now. If you 
can rise above your Moon in 
Taurus you should be able to 
accomplish much, but this par
ticular influence likes a peace
ful l ife ; it does not like 
activity or being pushed out of 
its normal mundane way of 
living. It is a very slow sign 
and needs a great deal of 
pushing to get its wealth mov
ing.

You should be able to make 
expansion though, but you 
must get yourself moving as 
quickly as possible; embrace 
the new Teachings and try to 
apply them to your everyday 
actions. Do remember that you 
have the tendency to dream 
about them but never get 
round to living them, so be on 
your guard against this and 
always try to put the changes 
into operation immediately, or 
you will probably never put 
them into operation at all.

Do let me know how you get 
on, for I  will be very interested 
to note your progress. You 
have everything there with 
you, and if you will only 
follow the wisdom laid down 
by Universal Philosophy, you 
can attain great things,—but as 
I said before, you will have to 
drive hard and never stop for 
one moment, in your efforts to 
become.

Agrimony 
Angelica 
Arnica Flowers 
Arrowroot 
Ash Leaves 
Avens
Balm
Basil
Bladderwnick
Blessed Thistle
Blue Flag Root
Borage
Broom
Buchu
Burdock
Bugleweed
Burnet
Cacti Grandiflora 
Camomile Flowers

Cayenne Powder
Celery Powder
Celery Seed
Centaury
Cherry Bark
Chickweed
Clary
Clivers
Clover
Coltsfoot
Comfrey
Comfrey Root
Couch Grass
Cowslip Flowers
Cranesbill
Daralana Leaves 
Dandelion Herb
Elder Flowers 
Elecampane Root

Eucalyptus Leaves 
Eycbright 
Fennel Seed 
Feverfew 
Figwort 
Gentian 
Golden Rod 
Golden Seal 
Gravel Root 
Greater Celandine 
Ground Ivy 
Hawthorn Berries 
Heartsease 
Horchound 
Horsetail 
Irish Moss 
Juniper Berries 
Kldneywort 
Lavender Flowers

IS AVAILABLE
Lily of the Valley Peony Petals Scullcap Powder
Lime Tree Flowers Peppermint Senna Leaves A
Liverwort Periwinkle Shepherds Purse 3Lungwort Pilewort Slippery Elm Bark 1Marigold Flowers Plantain Southernwood 1
Marjoram Pleurisy Root St. John's Wort
Marshmallow herb Psyllium Seeds Tansy 3Meadowsweet Pulsatilla Thuja (Arbor Vitae)
Melilot Quassia Chips Uva Ursi 1
Mint Ragwort Valerian Root iMistletoe Raspberry Leaves Vervain 3Motherwort Red Sage Vinca Rosea 1Mugwort Rose Hips Violet 1Mullein Rosemary White Poplar Bark 1
Nettles Rue Wild Carrot
Oak Bark Rupturewort Wild Thyme
Parsley Saniclc Witch Hazel iParsley Piert Sarsaparilla Wood Betony
Pcllitory on the Wall Saw Palmetto Berries Yarrow s
Pennyroyal Scullcap herb Yellow Dock
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The Saga of Time
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o o -o* M ythology Part 20b
I t f j  (0 i m i I I N  I .  D e livered  a t th e  S .V .P .II . an

S p e l l r r i l l i n - i ’o o l i  21 at O ct., 1962 b y  lla -M en -R a

Th e r e f o r e , b y  v a r i e d  e x p l a n a t i o n  t h e  p o i n t  i n  t h e
myths is demonstrated, and could remove the stigma that is applied to them 
by fear through the luck of comprehension. For nothing can be born only 

by Phallic in-birth (the very birth of the heights into the depths), but it docs 
not intimate phallus worship ; that man's error by separating Zeus in Ills adminis
tration, causing him to apply his expansion in the wrong direction. (Many have to 
come befouled,—by their minds, if not their hands,—to learn of the truth. But that 
does not necessarily meun thut you have to become of the world, but at the same 
time, by taking the knowledge and knowing, you would befoul the mind from its 
pure state. But how could you solve the problems of another if you do not brave 
the fouling ? But you never went down Into its miseries). All is a matter of 
stimulation that there can be the means of embracemcnt and condufation, which is 
seen in the Abipones of Soulh Americu and the Negroes of Central Africa in 
performing the movement of the celestial bodies in their dances. How manv realise 
that their rhythmic dancing was actually the performing of the Sotliic path, 
reproducing the phases of the moon, planets and constellations, as well as the death 
and resurrection of the sun.

to w.i ich. for one would be 
•f.ilcd*' and the oilier would 

be the glorious road of destiny.
In the example o f the mythi

cal story of Pelops who won 
the chariot race Ofld obtained 
the hand of the king’s daught
er, King CEnomaus was fated 
to be killed by hit son in law, 
as he was one who was ever 
mad after wine ; ever drunken, 
but never returning any wealth 
to the gods. Mythology is full 
of stories in which a king or 
other personages vainly try to 
elude the fate which had been 
revealed to their subconscious 
mind.

Even in this way CEdipus 
was destined to kill his father

Then there would be the 
contest of the luminous sky, 
the storm cloud, and the 
mysteries of germination in 
the production of fire on earth 
and in heaven. It would be 
impossible to present these but 
by symbolism, especially in 
their greater depth.

(It was as the Sothic path 
in the meeting of Virgo with 
the Solar Lord, but once there 
had been the sperming there 
had to be the activation ; and 
the soul, by delving into the 
Mysteries and causing the mind 
to involve in seeking to digest 
them, understand them and 
produce, is able to bring that 
resurrection which is so necess
ary, and bring the birth into 
its full activity. That is the 
meaning of carrying the child, 
when born, seven times around 
the fire).

Although the former may 
appear as dancing of savage 
rites, it is not so really. These 
races are very lethargic through 
throw-back of growth, and 
recognised by them, though not 
actually of the cause. This is 
seen in one of their initiatory 
rites where they lie on the 
ground, arc covered over with 
du«t and rise again amidst 
much rejoicing and feasting.

Thus this mode of expressing 
their beliefs is always demon
strated until the candidate 
learns to take the wisdom only 
and discard the phenomena. 
But you also find similar per
formed amongst the more 
civilised, for death and resur
rection arc produced even in 
pantomime as an affirmation 
of belief in survival after death.

So having gained some in
sight into symbolism, we will 
finally try to comprehend a 
mystery that has never vet been 
solved Why did the Scythians 
send Darius a bird, a mouse, 
u frog and five arrows ? Surely, 
not to be so timid and weak ; 
thus to get hie five senses raised 
up to the heights.

Now as we go on our way 
there are going to be those of 
you who will exclaim, “Why 
it Athena only a star and 
Poseidon a personification of 
the Waterman's constellation 7 
I specially an Athenu is wis
dom, and Poseidon, he who 
cut ihcn so much trepidation 
Athena is she who has only 
just begun her course, and the 
star has yet to conic forth . 
Poseidon has vet to weather 
die outcome o f his creation at 
dir beginning of time, and may 
yet fall deeply and never be 
retrieved . but Athena cannot 
M p  hut remain

(Nobody sen possibly hurt 
(he wisdciin '. it will always he
(Inn , a* mu4.li ,.1' it might he
fornlvfiled Hut not 1Poseidon.
POMUJon is die hope • on the
waters).

fS ft’ plain <>// l/ lli p a *e )
VAIil#B ( i f f  f t  9 Anri hern me

awiri1 of Uvfftf truths1 templet
were ere 1 led •1 fahuloue
(oM, aa ran bt •ten by
lko*r fo 7 4 0 anrl Albrnu,

r fa 'pvnttht Ntin*i4 1

They were magnificent in their 
structure and they Involved 
much enthusiasm and genuine 
belief. The very best of sculp
tors were employed to handle 
the creating of these divinities, 
apart from the people them
selves who made thousands of 
votive offerings.

It was that which was dedi
cated in fulfilment of a vow 
and brought great strength and 
wealth to their country, for all 
minds at that time were centred 
on a religious project controll
ed by governmental truth at all 
times, both to the Nation that 
is establishing, and greater still 
to the Cosmos.

It did prove to be that 
which raised Greece up into 
great fame in History, but it 
also established that which, in 
its repetition of time, brought 
the Renaissance at the period 
when the Middle Ages were 
facing great darkness.

But unfortunately men arc 
fickle, and Greece gorged and 
became gluUed, consequently 
sterility to the male popula
tion began, which resulted in 
lesbianism taking over the 
feminine, leaving another blot 
in history to be cleared ; and 
has much to do with the pre
sent day psychological and 
pathological difficulties. Thus 
Greece fell as quickly as she 
rote.

Vet there could be those 
who might ask, “What were 
the great secrets revealed in 
Greece that attracted so many 
educated and intelligent men, 
and became the privilege of the 
initiated only 7" '

What took place was behind 
shut doors, while strict oaths 
sealed the lips of the initiated, 
for fear of penalty made them 
dumb. Yet the answer is the 
allegory of the stars and the 
calendar, for much was inter
preted by the entranced, and 
now, deciphered like any other 
dead language, they enrich the 
soul to awaken of mind 
memory, that relativity can be 
successfully accomplished.

In fact, the great mass of 
the myths arc ihc record of 
prehistoric changes in the 
calendar, while these in their 
succession reflect scientific 
advance and religious develop
ment most necessary to gods 
and men.

Do not think that all this 
was solely an arrangement of 
m an: it was that partly pul 
into operation by the soul 
from inc ’ sperming" he re
ceived, and men the continual 
revolving that took place from 
then onwards became inter
national and mtcrcovmic.il 
•mbrncernent- (What lie receiv
ed from the heights “•permed’’ 
him, and by generating it in 
movement he was «hle to raise 
It up, therefore fed the whole ( o sn tos)

Hut before we go any forth*

f  uhluher i

FOCALISA TIOIS OF THE YODS

A S the Shepherd Boy caught the glory of the breeze, he captured 
the comprehension of the Word. But It was not until the 

Horses of Noptuno came rolling across the Waters in Divine 
Perception, that the Royal Glory spun up In a Divine Crescendo 
to the heavenly heights. Thus manifesting the whole Intelllgencia 
as tho Divine Glory of GOD, spinning the heavens completely 
round from lunar Into Divine Atomic SolAr. (Soe text in col. 1).

cr, wc must try and establish 
the mystery of FATE which so 
many decry, yet so potently 
revealed in what was establish
ed in Greece and resulted in 
the Renaissance in its two-way 
cycle.

Destiny is that undertaken 
by man in his return, but fate 
is how he delivers it. The 
former is the purpose or end 
to which any person or thing 
is appointed, while the latter 
as fate, becomes as man so 
accepts life destined for him 
by modes and means of corical 
climbing.

What appears as ill-fortune 
to one. would be accepted and 
wielded by another, that it 
would not be »o much us ill- 
fate to one ua to another. 
Resistance against destiny 
brings an ill-fated life, while 
rowing with the tide gives the 
soul swift passage past the 
ploughing and the cowing, 
while the reaping would be a 
far richer haivest than If they 
hod rebelled against their lot.

They who walk with destiny 
and wield it wisely and well, 
will rertn the results which 
cannot lialp but be a rich 
hnrvetl So It would be well 
fur all those truly vonicmed 
with the welfare of the soul

and marry his mother, and the 
two events came about, en
sured by the very means 
adopted to evade them, for 
CEdipus was swollen-footed, 
lazy and fond of physical com
fort. (Yet lie had a mighty 
amount of growth from all his 
previous cycles of growth. 
Yes ! he had taken the wealth 
of life, he had drunk the wine 
of knowledge, but he never 
returned anything in the form 
of wisdom or thought creation).

The destiny of this one was 
really grvut and powerful, but 
like many of n passing decade, 
Id« father and mother, the 
King and Queen of Thebe*, 
could not fully appreciate the 
mystery of their ton. When 
their son was bom  they sent 
for the priests of Apollo (the 
solar light) and bade them tell 
flic glorious deeds their ton 
would perform, but not seeking 
to train I dm In useful ways.

lint soon all their Joy was 
turned to utter horror when 
they were advised that the 
child was destined to kill hit 
father, marry Ills mother, and 
bring greut mlifortunc upon 
lilt native city. IhU wav noth
ing more than the soul In Its

diffused creation re fusing to 
accept destiny of changes that 
would bring new life to the 
city o f SEVEN ; the soul 
creation ready for the change 
that would bring expansion 
onto another plane of growth.

Thus they fixed the Fate of 
CFdlpus by faulty secrvhip from 
those who were seeking of 
royal favour and gave them 
wisdom that was erroneous, 
which resulted (n “swollen 
feet.”  (He was never able to 
turn all Into the depths that it 
could become reborn into the 
heigh ts; fit merely remained 
with him as knowledge).

The decree should have been 
that he was ill-fated of foot 
owing to his failure to gather 
up movement and change; 
thus was well overdue accord
ing to his equinoctial pastures 
which were becoming weed 
and bug ridden. Therefore to 
prevent the fulfillment of this 
ill-fated prophecy, Laius the 
king bade a servant to carry 
the child away and end its life.

This was the established 
fatherhood, he who was as a 
thrush, one who merely
twittered because the soul had 
not brought into birth the 
activity necessary to bring 
fierce action (of thought).
Thus naturally the old king did
not want to die and become 
rejuvenated, thus sought to 
kill off the solar child that was 
coming into birth through his 
partaking of wisdom but
refusing to spin into life ; (and 
so turning back into old ways;.

Although his orders were 
decreed, they were only obeyed 
to a degree and were not fully 
fulfilled ; for instead of killing 
the child they hung it up by its 
ankles to a tree in a remote 
place and left it there to the 
mercy of hungry and wild 
beasts. This would be the soul's 
own tree of growth in the 
forest of life that was very wild 
and desolate owing to its lack 
of movement

So it can be seen quite dearly 
that the child of the king was 
none other than the birth to 
the soul of an important 
circling of events that were 
ready for a new cycle, and was 
removed to the remote state of 
Seven in One, the heights. Thus 
held by the ankles, which arc 
midway between the Waterer 
and Oannes, the great One not 
manifesting in his rebirth as the 
saviour of the age.

For CEdipus was due to bring 
rebirth to Thebes (the city of 
Seven; the seven senses) at a 
moment most crucial, and what 
was decreed misfortune was 
their own refusal to change. 
Being tied to the tree was the 
Cosm ical growth of life by 
which this one was destined to 
bring forth of another branch.

(This was the same as ray 
Instrument who, upon seeing 
what wiis her destiny, ran away 
from herself in fear, then saw 
herself in black, crouching by 
an enormous tree. Immediately 
she wrestled with herself and 
accepted the heavy charge that 
was laid to her to carry, with 
the many sorrows that would 
go with it.

But all who travel this path 
and have revealed to them of 
w hat their path decrees, at some 
lime or another shrink from 
what has been placed upon their 
shoulders by the deteriorating 
ways o f men. By shrinking 
from it, the soul sinks para* 
sangs down into the depths. It 
Is only by accenting and going 
forward that the soul jumps 
leagues ahead)

Hut to return to the story* 
the child was not dead, hut

C ontinued on pngc 12
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